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What is Overview and Scrutiny?
Each local authority is required by law to establish an overview and scrutiny
function to support and scrutinise the Council’s executive arrangements.
Each select committee has its own remit as set out in its terms of reference
but they each meet to consider issues of local importance.
They have a number of key roles:
1.

Providing a critical friend challenge to policy makers and decision
makers

2.

Enabling the voice and concerns of the public

3.

Driving improvement in public services.

The select committees consider issues by receiving information from and
questioning officers and external partners to develop an understanding of
proposals or practices. They then develop recommendations to provide to
officers, Members or external partners that they believe will improve
performance, or as a response to public consultations.
As select committees have no executive powers they often present their
conclusions in the form of recommendations that can be provided to the
Council, elected Members or other external agencies. Members will often
request a formal response and progress report on the implementation of
recommendations that they have provided to various parties.
Attending Meetings of Select Committees
Meetings of the select committees are held in public and are open for
everyone to attend. If you would like to attend then please just turn up but if
you can then let us know you are attending in advance of the meeting and
whether or not you would like to make a representation to Members on behalf
of yourself or others.
If there are specific issues that the meeting must consider in private then they
will be asked to consider this at the meeting.
After the meeting the recommendations and Minutes of the meeting, as well
as agendas and reports for the majority of the Council’s public meetings are
available via the Council’s website at:
(http://cmis.milton-keynes.gov.uk/cmiswebpublic/).
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The Overview and Scrutiny process aims to promote the five themes and
priorities set out in the Milton Keynes Council Corporate Plan
The Corporate Plan and framework sets out the vision for Milton Keynes. It
captures what type of place Milton Keynes aspires to be for all those who live,
work, learn and visit here. The plan sets out ambitious new objectives for
Milton Keynes including achieving world class status for its design, new
approaches and technologies and as a sporting city.
It has five key themes which help communicate all the work the Council does
on behalf of the residents of the borough.
The five themes are:
Cleaner, greener, safer, healthier MK:
Improve health and well-being, reduce health inequalities and work with
partners to reduce crime and disorder to improve quality of life in MK.
Visiting MK:
Aim to make Milton Keynes a highly regarded visitor destination with a safe
and effective transport system which is easily accessible regionally, nationally
and internationally.
Working in MK:
To improve the skills and opportunities of everyone in Milton Keynes and help
jobseekers into work, while attracting and retaining businesses to provide new
opportunities and to bring people, jobs and industries to MK to improve the
strength and resilience of the local economy.
Living in MK:
Ensuring people are satisfied with Milton Keynes as a place to live, and to
support them effectively through the provision of high quality and efficient
public services.
World Class MK:
Our ambition is to increase the international and national standing of Milton
Keynes in several areas including our economic success, thriving
communities and a high quality environment.
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Housing and Community Select Committee - Terms
of Reference
1.

To assist in the planning and provision of housing services in Milton
Keynes and the Council’s role as landlord, to ensure that these
services provide good quality, affordable accommodation for the
Council’s tenants and to create a sense of place for all citizens of
Milton Keynes.

2.

To assist in the planning and provision of leisure and cultural services
provided by the Council and its partners.

3.

To assist in the planning and provision of services to the community in
general.

4.

To seek to ensure that the anticipated needs and aspirations of future
Milton Keynes’ residents are met in the planning and delivery of new
developments.

5.

To scrutinise the involvement of the Council in regional and national
organisations to ensure that the involvement provides value and benefit
to Milton Keynes.

6.

To scrutinise the provision of services, the achievement of targets and
the provision of resources to this end.

Work Programme
18 March 2014
Resident Involvement and engagement process – review of changes made
during 2013
Fixed-term (Flexible) Tenancies
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AGENDA
1.

Welcome and Introductions
The Chair to welcome Members, officers and the public to the meeting
and introduce Members and officers who are present.

2.

Apologies

3.

Minutes
To approve, and the Chair to sign as a correct record, the Minutes of
the meeting of the Housing and Communities Select Committee held
on 15 October 2013 (Item 3) (Pages 8 to 11).

4.

Disclosures of Interest
Members to declare any disclosable pecuniary interests, or personal
interests (including other pecuniary interests), they may have in the
business to be transacted, and officers to disclose any interests they
may have in any contract to be considered.
_____________________________

5.

Milton Keynes Development Partnership – Its Role in the
Provision of Affordable Housing
John Duggan (Chair) and Charles McDonald (Chief Executive) of
Milton Keynes Development Partnership will make a presentation to the
Committee, which, amongst other things, will cover:
(a)

How the Development Partnership’s Business Plan addresses
the need to provide the 30% Affordable Housing in the Council’s
Core Strategy as part of each housing development, particularly
at times of recession when developers are requesting a lower
percentage;

(b)

Its landholding and potential residential development sites,
including priorities for future development;

(c)

Its role in delivering ‘quality’ Affordable housing, both in terms of
build and design; and

(d)

How the public is involved / consulted in determining
‘development briefs’.

The Committee is invited to comment on the information provided in the
presentation.
6.

Private Rented Property Licensing – Consultation Results
To receive details of the initial results from the Private Rented Property
Licensing Consultation. The consultation began in July 2013 and
closed on 1 November 2013. The draft report from the company
undertaking the consultation on behalf of the Council (Opinions
Research Service) will be circulated under separate cover, as it is not
due to be received until 1 December 2013.
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A wide range of groups have been engaged during the consultation
period, which includes key stakeholders, such as residents, landlords
and tenants. Officers also be attended the landlord’s forum, which
focussed on the consultation to try to encourage a good response rate.
Representatives of Opinions Research Service will present the findings
from the consultation at the meeting.
A report setting out recommendations as a result of the consultation will
go to Cabinet early in 2014.
7.

Arts/Heritage/Sport and Leisure Strategies
The Committee will receive a presentation on the background to the
Arts and Public Art Strategy (Item 7[a]) (Pages 12 to 27), the Heritage,
Museums and Archive Strategy (Item 7[b]) (Pages 28 to 43) and the
Sport and Active Communities Strategy (Item 7[c]) (Pages 44 to 62),
including details of the initial findings arising from the consultations.
The consultation was initiated by the responsible Cabinet member by
delegated decision on 30 August 2013, with a closing date of 29
November 2013.
There has been a wide range of engagement activities undertaken by
officers to encourage responses to the consultations, including specific
workshops aimed at key stakeholder organisations and members of the
public and direct invitations to organisations.
A copy of the original delegate decision report, supported by details of
stakeholder engagement and the public consultation programme are
attached at Item 7(d) (Pages 63 to 68).
The draft Strategies, taking account of the responses to the
consultations are due to be considered by Cabinet member as a
decision to be held on 11 March 2014.
The Committee may wish to reflect on the initial feedback and
comment following the end of the consultation process.
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Health and Safety
Any persons attending meetings in the Council Offices are requested to take a
few moments to familiarise themselves with the nearest available fire exit,
indicated by the fire evacuation signs. In the event of a continuous alarm
sounding during the meeting you must evacuate the building immediately and
follow all instructions provided by the fire evacuation officer who will identify
him/herself should the alarm sound. You will be assisted to the nearest
designated assembly point until it is safe to return to the building.
Any persons unable to use the stairs will be assisted to the nearest safe
refuge. The yellow call point alarm will be sounded to alert the fire service as
to your presence.
Mobile Phones
Please ensure that your mobile phone is switched to silent or is switched off
completely during the meeting.
Comments, Complaints and Compliments
Milton Keynes Council welcomes comments, complaints and compliments
from members of the public in order to make its services as efficient and
effective as possible. We would appreciate any suggestions regarding the
usefulness of the paperwork for this meeting, or the conduct of the meeting
you have attended.
A form is available online at http://www.milton-keynes.gov.uk/complaints/ or is
obtainable at the meeting.
Please detach the slip below and return it to one of the officers attending the
meeting.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Meeting Attended:
Housing and Communities Select Committee
Date of Meeting:

10 December 2013

Comments:……………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………….……
………………………………………………………………………………………….
…………………………………………………………………………………….……
………………………………………………………………………………….………
………………………………………………………………………………….………
………………………………………………………………………………….………
………………………………………………………………………………….………
………………………………………………………………………………….………
………………………………………………………………………………….………
Contact Details:…………………….…………………………………………………
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Minutes of the meeting of the HOUSING AND COMMUNITIES SELECT
COMMITTEE held on TUESDAY 15 OCTOBER 2013 at 7.00 pm
Present:

Councillor Coventry (Chair)
Councillors Bradburn, M Burke, Hoyle, Kennedy, Klein, O’Neill,
C Williams and Wallis

Officers:

L Ellen (Head of Housing Management), C Caves (Head of Housing
Access), N Hanley (Community Solutions Programme Manager) and
Z Dhamani (Overview and Scrutiny Officer)

Apologies:

Councillor Exon

Also Present: Councillor Bald, S Jarman (Opinions Research Services), J Lee
(Opinions Research Services) and 6 members of the public
HC07

MINUTES
RESOLVED
That the Minutes of the meeting of the Committee held on 16 July
2013 be approved and signed by the Chair as a correct record.

HC08

PRIVATE RENTED PROPERTY LICENSING CONSULTATION
UPDATE
The Committee received a presentation on the interim findings from
the consultation on private rented property licensing, from
representatives of Opinions Research Service (ORS), who were
carrying out the consultation on behalf of the Council. It was noted
that the consultation was due to end on 1 November 2013.
The presentation included the following points:
(a)

background and experience of ORS;

(b)

the approach taken to engagement during the consultation
and further areas of work;

(c)

a high level analysis of the responses received so far which
included:
(i)

a comparison with incidents of antisocial behaviour
against areas with a high proportion of privately rented
accommodation, and

(ii)

a comparison between social rental properties and
antisocial behaviour incidents;

HOUSING AND COMMUNITIES
SELECT COMMITTEE

15 OCTOBER 2013
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(d)

an overview of the household survey where six wards were
targeted due to the high proportion of privately rented
accommodation;

(e)

the interim high level analysis of the:
(i)

range of stakeholders who had responded; and

(ii)

the views of landlords and the views of individuals;

(f)

a summary of the feedback from the Landlords Forum; and

(g)

a summary of the next steps, which included interviews with
stakeholders and the receipt of further responses to the
consultation.

The Committee noted the following points:
(a)

that concerns had been raised regarding the availability of the
questionnaire in hard copy format;

(b)

that concerns had been raised regarding the length of the
survey, but it was acknowledged that this was due to the
questionnaire being designed to enable responses to be
sought from a range of stakeholders to inform the decision
making process; and

(c)

that the Committee was particularly keen to see the results
broken down by estate and type of tenure when the results
were presented to Committee in December.

The Chair thanked the representatives from ORS for their update.
HC09

FIXED TERM (FLEXIBLE) TENANCIES
The Committee received the report which was to be presented to the
Cabinet on 16 October 2013, on progress on a Council Tenancy
Policy, which included proposals for the development of fixed term
(flexible) tenancies. The reported highlighted the need for further
research to be carried out before conclusions were drawn on the
way forward for a Tenancy Policy for Milton Keynes.
Members of the public, present at the meeting, raised concerns
regarding the flow of communication during the consultation and
engagement process, particularly at resident association meetings.
The Committee also raised concerns regarding the low level of
feedback to the consultation.
Officers reported that it was considered important to seek the views
of existing and future tenants on this issues and that people who
attended options interviews had been asked to complete the
questionnaire.
The Committee discussed the need for further research to be carried
out and considered the need for this to include the impact on
communities and future tenants.

HOUSING AND COMMUNITIES
SELECT COMMITTEE

15 OCTOBER 2013
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RESOLVED That the Cabinet be recommended, in developing a Tenancy Policy
to take account of the following view of the Housing and
Communities Select Committee with regard to Fixed Term (flexible)
Tenancies:
‘That a Tenancy Policy be developed that does not contain a firm
decision about the adoption of Fixed Term (Flexible) Tenancies, but
which commits to carrying out more research which includes a
reasoned business case; a financial assessment; an impact
assessment on future tenants; and an impact assessment on
communities, so allowing the Cabinet to come to a informed view on
an approach to Fixed Term (Flexible) Tenancies at a later date.’
HC10

COMMUNITY ASSET TRANSFER PROGRAMME
The Committee received an update on the Community Asset
Transfer Programme and commended officers for the valuable
monthly update circulated, which provided relevant information on
the progress made.

HC11

HOMELESSNESS STRATEGY REVIEW GROUP
The Committee received an update on the outcomes from the work
of the Homelessness Strategy Review Group, which presented its
report and recommendations to the Cabinet in September 2013.
It was noted that it was now proposed that officers undertake further
work on the Homelessness Strategy, incorporating the
recommendations of the Group, and present the revised Strategy to
this Committee for further consideration.

HC12

REFERRALS FROM OTHER COMMITTEES
It was reported that the Corporate Affairs and Performance Select
Committee, at its meeting held on 23 July 2013, considered the
quarterly performance report and requested that this Committee
consider performance indicator MKC 027 (End to end time [days] for
re-letting of empty Council homes [a tenant moving out and a new
tenant moving in]) which had not met its target.
Officers had provided details of the factors which impacted on this
performance indicator and the work which had begun to take place
to address the performance.
Officers highlighted that some properties take longer to let than
others and this impacted on the average figure for vacant properties.
Members also raised the impact the completion of maintenance to
properties, once they became vacant, had on re-letting and how this
could be addressed, so both improving performance and also
ensuring people were housed efficiently.

HOUSING AND COMMUNITIES
SELECT COMMITTEE

15 OCTOBER 2013
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Members discussed the need for further work to be undertaken to
address this issue and suggested that consideration be given to
seeking external experience, in particular to investigate how other
local authorities managed their housing stock.
RESOLVED
1.

That Audit Committee be requested to consider carrying out
an audit of void Council housing properties which will include
the full implications of the cost of voids to the Council, both in
terms of financial cost and the impact on Council performance
and that any audit draws on both internal officer views and
practice elsewhere, including other registered social landlords
and, if appropriate, the private sector.

2.

That, if the Audit Committee agrees to undertake an audit, the
Select Committee consider the report as soon as possible.

3.

That officers be requested to bring a report to this Committee
on the work which is currently being undertaken on the review
of building services for Council properties before the findings
are submitted to Cabinet.

THE CHAIR CLOSED THE MEETING AT 9:24 PM

HOUSING AND COMMUNITIES
SELECT COMMITTEE

15 OCTOBER 2013
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ITEM 7(a)
Arts & Public Art

Arts & Public Art Strategy

www.milton-keynes.gov.uk/arts
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Milton Keynes Arts & Public Art Strategy 2014-2023

Public Consultation Document
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1. Introduction &
Long-term Vision
The arts within Milton Keynes are integral to the city’s success
as a new town and place that welcomes and excites people to
live, work and visit. The arts have been built into the fabric of
Milton Keynes through an early vision by the MK Development
Corporation which placed artists in communities, secured
community buildings as arts centres and commissioned public
art as land development took place.
As Milton Keynes prepares itself for its 50th birthday in 2017
we look towards what the future of the arts should be; how we
need to flex and grow; and how we’ll continue to secure
inward investment to be a leading cultural city.
MK Theatre Foyer
Performances

This Arts & Public Art Strategy sets out the vision and projects
that have been identified as strategically important for the
future of Milton Keynes and the needs of its growing
population. For the first time, Arts & Public Art has been
brought together into one document to streamline our
strategic documents.

several models of delivery, artistic intervention and audience
engagement. Due to these shifts, we now have a wealth of
practising artists and arts organisations spanning the full
spectrum of artform: dance, visual arts, music, contemporary
art, craft etc.

Partners in the arts, voluntary and private sector are essential
to achieving the visions and projects within this ambitious
strategy. These partners are recognised within the
Programme Plan and were identified through consultation.
To get us to this stage, Milton Keynes has passed through

“New partnerships and a shared sense of direction; MK
Summer of Culture has created opportunities for dialogue
and collaboration between the city’s cultural leaders,
organisations and artists”
Pam Jarvis & Ian Parkes: Summer of
Culture Economic Impact Study

“Arts Council England has a history of supporting high quality
cultural activity in Milton Keynes – both through investing in
partnership with the council in a range of National portfolio
organisations and through lottery funded project activity and
this work has clearly had a positive impact. We have been
able to see in just one generation how the arts has helped
support a broad community and an image for a city, as a
result of both the excellent artists and organisations in the
area and the prominence Milton Keynes Council places on its
cultural infrastructure”
Arts Council England, South East

In 2012 the sector experienced a major turning point when,
after six years of working together strategically, they secured
significant investment from public, private and 3rd sector for a
“Summer of Culture” [aligned with the 2012 Cultural
Olympiad]. The achievements have been captured in an
Economic Impact Study1 and the recommendations point to a
sector that continues to work together, creating high-quality,
innovative work which offers inclusive opportunities with
partnerships across the whole borough of Milton Keynes.

Festive Road:
Creative
Consultation

The delivery plans for the previous Arts & Public Arts Strategies
has, over the past 6-years, had 1.7 million people experience
the activities which have been delivered through partnerships
with 263 people. These wide ranging programmes of festivals,
strategic development work and public art programmes have
generated more than £11 million of external funding.
A major partner for the strategic delivery of arts and heritage
in Milton Keynes is the Arts & Heritage Alliance Milton Keynes.
They are a forum of 27 strategic arts and heritage
organisations which collectively deliver cultural
1
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‘The Whisper’; MK
Fringe knit-hitters

services and activities for the public. In 2011/12 these
members jointly delivered 5,969 events to over a million
people and created an annual turnover of £16m; supporting
the local economy.
This new Arts & Public Art Strategy responds to an evolving
and growing sector by being ambitious; advocating that
Milton Keynes aspires to achieve EU Capital of Culture in 2023.
The programme plan will be dated 2014-2023, a 10-year plan
which can be reviewed and updated as we strive towards
making the capital of culture application; and as we meet the
needs of a growing borough and creative community.

1.1 Cultural Vision
This Art & Public Art Strategy sits within a portfolio of
strategies from within Milton Keynes Council Community
Facilities Unit. This suite of strategies includes the Heritage,
Museums & Archives Strategy and the Sports & Active
Communities Strategy and collectively they deliver to the
strategic cultural statement and vision:
Milton Keynes Cultural Vision: “By 2023 we will be recognised as
being world class”

1.2 Strategic Position
It is important to understand the wider strategic framework
which we are working within both locally and nationally. The
arts have a prominent position within Milton Keynes Council
Corporate Plan, particularly within the theme World Class MK:
“Milton Keynes will be recognised internationally for its
distinctive arts and heritage”.

Milton Keynes Cultural Statement: “Culture in Milton Keynes is a
term that means different things to different people. We believe
that cultural participation is where people of all backgrounds
come together with shared interests and passions. Together with
the environment in which cultural activities take place, culture
includes all the things that define our lives, connect our
communities and represent the values we pass on to other
generations”

The arts are represented within other key local authority
strategic documents such as the Core Strategy, Local Plan,
Community Strategy, Economic Strategy and Health &
Wellbeing Strategy2, all of which feed into the Council’s
Corporate Plan.

This Arts & Public Art Strategy will continue to deliver the Arts
Vision: “Milton Keynes will flourish with Artistic Energy”
with public art created that: “‘invites the vision, creativity
and skills of artists, to engage people freely with place, in
a well-considered way.

Regionally, Milton Keynes is part of SEMLEP [the South East
Midlands Local Enterprise Partnership] which, among other
subjects, is prioritising support to the Creative Industries.
Their business plan was adopted in 2012 and the arts is
supporting the achievement of Objective 6: “To support all
SEMLEP local authorities to deliver their economic development
plans and related activities designed to stimulate growth, engage
with business and enhance SEMLEPS reputation in its showcase
sectors”

City Discovery Centre:
Godiva Awakes

The development and growth of arts in Milton Keynes has
been underpinned by our national partner Arts Council
England. Their mission is “Great Art for Everyone” and
through jointly aspiring to achieve this, Milton Keynes has
established some strong partnership projects with them
including IF, the international festival; a major public art
programme; investment in development of capital proposals;
and programme funding for numerous organisations working
collaboratively across the borough.
2
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All MKC Strategies can be accessed:
www.milton-keynes.gov.uk/strategies
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Milton Keynes International
Festival: Deabru Beltzak

Milton Keynes is strategically important for its public art and
continued commissioning and is considered an example of
best practice for its work with developers and landowners.
Central government is changing the way funds are allocated
for public art by developers but in Milton Keynes, despite this
change, Public Art will still feature as a priority area for
investment.
The Council adopted a policy of ‘Percent for Art’ in 1991. This
policy encourages developers to allocate at least 1% of the
capital costs (i.e. gross development costs) of any new
building, refurbishment and landscaping scheme towards the
production of works of Public Art. This is often the start of a
negotiation as it is dependent on the economic viability of a
development and the other contributions they have to make.

1.3 Promise
This Arts & Public Art Strategy provides details within the
Programme Plan of the projects that have been prioritised
over the coming years. For Milton Keynes’ arts and public art to
flourish and drive artistic energy, it needs to meet the
aspirations of its current residents, visitors and expanding
communities. To do this we will embed the following promises
into the programme plan and strategic decisions:
Through delivery of this strategy we will:
• Offer diverse opportunities and activities representative of
Milton Keynes’ demography
• Work across the borough with established and new
communities supporting growth and regeneration
• Capitalise on opportunities to expand inward investment
within the cultural sectors
• Use culture to support healthy communities and cultural
wellbeing
MK Theatre from
Campbell Park

5
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2. Strategic Priorities
The strategic priorities provide the framework for the
programme plan and the direction of the arts priorities. There
are three priorities, each with two aims; these are in place
across our service area and you will find the same priorities
and aims in the Sports & Active Communities Strategy and the
Heritage, Museums and Archives Strategy.
To develop the priorities and programme strands within the
strategies, we have undertaken significant consultation with
partners as outlined in Appendix 4.3. In addition to this work
we have undertaken research and gathered evidence on the
needs for arts development and growth over the coming years
and into a long-term future.
In addition to the consultation and desk-based research, we
have also used the Summer of Culture Economic Impact Study
and the Vital Signs Survey. The Vital Signs MK is a national
project which MK Community Foundation piloted in 2013, it
brings together existing research and social data about Milton
Keynes alongside community consultation to highlight the
strengths, map trends and identify areas for improvement to
identify and prioritise needs.

Artworks mk:
Pottery Workshop

Aim B: Places
To invest in our existing arts infrastructure - public art
collection, arts centres, gallery, theatre - whilst identifying and
creating new arts facilities. Such provision will ensure that the
Milton Keynes cultural offer grows and celebrates its sense of
place:
• Be recognised as a City of Design as part of UNESCO
Creative Cities
• Create unique new arts facilities and internationally
significant public art pieces
• Secure the future of arts & the public art collection in Milton
Keynes

Below are our priorities and aims with a summary of each
programme strand which can be found in more detail in
section 3.1.

2.1 Strategic Priority One: Enhance
Identity
Identity is a key priority for a new city which is still establishing
itself and seeking to be recognised as having world-class arts
and heritage. The people of Milton Keynes are proud of what
has been achieved and are ambitious and visionary about its
future. The identity of Milton Keynes needs to be celebrated and
expanded to recognise the diversity of its people and place.

High quality, sustainable and well-located arts and museum
facilities are an essential component of sustainable
communities. Arts Council England… wish[es] to ensure that
the needs of arts and museums are taken more fully into
account in the planning of new development and in
regeneration
Arts Council England: Arts, museums and new
development. A standard charge approach

Aim A: People
To recognise our growing and diverse population, offering
ways for people to be involved in, and support, the
development of arts and public art:
• New artistic commissions and public art in Milton Keynes
including statement ‘Gateway’ Artwork
• Creative workspaces and studios for artists and creative
industries
• Embed arts delivery across the local authority to benefit the
broader community
The MK public seeks public art that comes from them (through
local artists and local engagement), is about them and fulfils
their aspirations and needs.

Reaching Forwards
by Martin Heron

MK Council Public Art Street Survey
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2.2 Strategic Priority Two: Increase
Opportunities
The arts offer a broad range of creative opportunities, for
audience members, active participants and makers. It has the
ability to bring people and communities together, to support
learning and to expand the creative experiences of a growing
population.

Aim C: Community Participation
To enable communities to experience, engage and participate
in creative activities and opportunities at a range of levels:
• Enable meaningful volunteering opportunities
• Use the digital medium and media to drive up audience
engagement
• Develop schemes which directly increase the numbers of
audience experiences

Lightworks at The
Venue by Rob Olins

2.3 Strategic Priority Three: Actively
Celebrate

I feel very lucky that it was so easy for me to find volunteering
opportunities… the routine is motivating, when you have a
volunteer role you’ve got to get up, get out... because they rely
on you. It keeps you healthy

We will create events that make people proud of Milton
Keynes as well as encourage people to visit our borough.
Using the arts as a mechanism to celebrate Milton Keynes
externally is a key priority for the arts strategy.

BIG Lottery: Well-being: the impact of volunteering

Aim D: Learning

Aim E: Events

To provide opportunities which support formal and informal
learning through the arts, enabling everyone to expand and
develop their creative knowledge and skills
• Up-skill the arts sector for increased delivery
• Engage the business sector in mutually beneficial projects
• Work with the formal and informal education sector to build
engagement with arts and public art

To support events through the arts, which celebrate Milton
Keynes’ identity, diversity, achievements and cultural offer:
• Position Milton Keynes to become the EU Capital of Culture
2023
• Support accessible but high quality arts community
festivals
• Develop festivals and events that contribute to the
international position of Milton Keynes

University education is associated with 2-3 times increased
likelihood to engage in culture over lower attainment levels

“Arts & Cultural Festivals in Milton Keynes help bring
communities together”

CASE: the culture & sport evidence programme

Milton Keynes Vital Signs Survey 2013

Aim F: Communications
To share and profile the creativity, skills and achievements
taking place in Milton Keynes regionally, nationally and
internationally:
• Use arts and public art to establish our tourism industry
• Create stronger arts communications messages to build
awareness of the arts in Milton Keynes
• Link with national and regional partners to keep Milton
Keynes networked with strategically important partners
The International Festival 2012 secured press interest &
coverage to the value of £1m
IF 2012 Evaluation

7

MK Dance Festival 2012
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3. Delivery
Although Milton Keynes Council is the owner of this strategy
and often the initiator of projects, delivery is always in
partnership with others both within Milton Keynes and those
working regionally. The arts service is a strategic service which
supports with project initiation, advice and guidance, inward
investment and business development. The arts
sector/partners will take the lead on active delivery, direct
engagement with audiences and providing the public facing
opportunities to the public.
Milton Keynes Council employs staff across sports, libraries,
heritage and arts which together support delivery of the
Council’s cultural aim and vision. The Arts & Public Art
Strategy is owned by the Arts Development and Public Art
Officer which form part of the cultural team. Officers take
responsibility for delivering this strategy including project,
contract and budget management, monitoring and
partnership development.
Officers use the MK Council Project Management System: MK
Approach for its project delivery. Public Art Projects are
delivered both in-house and through external independent
Project Managers who are appointed on a project-by-project
basis.

Festive Road Giants Parade

For implementation of the Programme Plan, delivery will be in
partnership with the sector and interested stakeholders.
The Programme Plan is not core funded but will be achieved
by Milton Keynes Council and its partners securing inward
investment through a number of routes. Previously
programmes have been heavily resourced through Arts
Council England, developer contributions [S106 & tariff ] and
Milton Keynes Council. This strategy’s ‘Arts Consortium’ strand
of the Programme Plan includes actions to source alternative
investment.

Pepper’s Ghost Theatre Company:
A Midsummer’s Night Dream

8
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3.1 Programme Plan 2014 - 2023

Programme
Group

i. Artist
AHA-MK,
Development MKG, MKC,
Artworks MK,
Inter-Action MK,
Westbury Arts
Centre,
thecentre:mk

Outcomes

Outputs/Projects

Support development of MK-based a) Made in MK – an annual opportunity for MK-based
x
artists through the provision of
artists to work together, exhibit and create new work
workspace, creative opportunities,
training and collaborative working b) Studios and Creative Hubs – dedicated workspaces for x
artists and creative industries to develop their practice and
contribute to the artistic fabric of Milton Keynes
c) CMK Commissioning – support both commercial
organisations and artists to expand their practice and create
commissioning opportunities within the public realm

ii. Arts
MK Council,
Commissioning AHA-MK,
Developers,
Canals & Rivers
Trust,
Parish Councils,
Parks Trust,
MK Community
Foundation,
MK Gallery,
Arts Council
England, Stables

x

x

Targeted activity and arts
a) Experimentation – funding secured to enable
interventions enabling new work to organisations and artists in MK to experiment and take
be created with effective use of
risks as well as attracting talent from outside of the borough
funding and partnership working
b) MKC Arts Grant Aid –evolve the current funding
x
framework to commission specific work strands in relation
to MKC priorities

MK Council

x

x

c) New Communities – create and implement public art
x
plans for new/emerging communities; creating interactions
between artist, people and place. Connecting new
development with established neighbouring areas i.e.
Pass the Parcel in Broughton and the Western Expansion
Area
d) Gateways – identify key road, cycling, waterways and
walking gateways and create statement public art pieces
for those sites

iii. Arts +
[Culture]

2020-2023

Programme

2017-2019

Aim A: People

2014-2017

Strategic Priority 1: ENHANCE IDENTITY

Use artistic projects and
programming to support delivery of
non-arts agendas and support
creativity in all MK Council
departments

x

a) Digitalis – deliver an 18-month digital arts programme
across Milton Keynes libraries to increase and diversify
audiences

x

b) Public Art/Heritage Projects – engage established
communities with neighbouring development to consider
how they might profile their heritage through public art

x

x

x

c) CMK Showcase [Heritage] – build arts into the Heritage x
Showcase and associated exhibitions to reach broader
audiences

9
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Programme
Group

Outcomes

Outputs/Projects

i. MK: City of
Design

MK Council [MKC],
Destination MK,
MK Parks Trust
[MKPT],
MK Gallery [MKG}

International recognition of the
unique design principles of Milton
Keynes that inform modern,
innovative and creative design city,
achieving UNESCO City of Design
status

a) Campbell Park Sculpture Park – implement the 10-year
public art plan for Campbell Park and the aspiration to
develop the park as a sculpture park of reputation

x

b) Architecture Festival – create an internationally
important architectural festival in Milton Keynes
celebrating collaborations between architects and artists

c) Midsummer Boulevard – develop public art for

2020-2023

Programme

2017-2019

Aim B: Places

2014-2017

Strategic Priority 1: ENHANCE IDENTITY

x

x

x

x

Station Square and Midsummer Boulevard taking forwards
the visions by artist/curators Thomas Heatherwick and
Michael Pinsky
ii. Cultural
Endowment

MKC,
Public Arts Trust,
MKPT,
Parish Councils,
Arts Council
England [ACE]

An endowment is secured which
can support the future of the arts
in MK, responding to the changing
investment focus by MKC and
other public bodies

a) Super Library – bring together libraries, archive and
creative industries through co-location/delivery

x

b) Developer Investment – support continued
negotiations for arts [including public art] developer
contributions through Community Infrastructure Levy
[CIL], Tariff, S106 and profile within planning documents &
Neighbourhood Planning Frameworks

x

c) Public Art Collection – secure the future of the public
x
art collection through the development of care, acquisition
and disposal policies as well as the development of a
volunteer programme
d) Arts Asset Analysis – analyse the arts property portfolio x
to identify opportunities for a cultural trust to be
established to safeguard arts buildings and arts service
delivery
iii. Cultural
MKC,
Infrastructure Independent
Cinema MK
[ICMK], MKG,
Stables,
InterAction,
Westbury Arts
Centre [WAC],
MK Collection,
ACE,
Artworks mk

Capital programme enhances and
adds to the arts property portfolio;
meeting the needs of a growing
population as we prepare to
become a International City

a) MK Gallery Expansion – £10m capital development
programme to create a broader arts offer within the city
centre

x

b) Stables Development – enhance site to create more
educational and performance space through £3m
programme

x

c) Inter-Action Artists Hub – develop the riding stables
into artist and creative studios on currently unused site

x

d) Independent Cinema – secure a building for dedicated
independent cinema in Milton Keynes

x

e) MK Rose - a major artwork by Gordon Young that
x
commemorates and celebrate important events and stories
for the people of Milton Keynes now and in the future
f) Two Mile Art House – develop Two Mile Ash Farm into an
artist residency space which welcomes international artists

x

g) Westbury Arts Centre – create a unique environmental
arts centre focusing on artist development &
environmental arts education

x

h) Artworks mk – a leading centre for craft and design,
supporting creative industries and artistic development

x

10
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Programme
Group

Outcomes

Outputs/Projects

i. Active
Audiences

MKC, AHA-MK

We learn about our existing and
potential audiences through
research and test projects. We look
specifically at target audiences and
how best to provide activities for
bespoke groups i.e. young people

a) Libraries Development – embed arts opportunities
within the libraries settings to diversify audiences
b) Strategic Audience Development – cultural sector to
work with The Audiences Agency to better understand
audiences and the targeting of work

x

x

c) Culture Card/App – roll out a Culture Card across Sports,
Arts and Libraries to create bespoke opportunities for MK
residents and track audience engagement cross-sectors
ii. Commun- MKC,
ities of Virtual Arts Gateway MK,
Interest [CIVI] Arts Sector,
AHA-MK

iii. Volunteer- Community
ing
Action MK
[volunteer centre],
AHA-MK

On-line technologies are used to
engage audiences and initiate
debate about arts in Milton Keynes.
On-line mechanisms are utilised for
fundraising and securing alternative
income

Creation of a bank of arts volunteers
– moderating skills, offering
centralised management and
creating volunteer progression
routes

a) Social Media – all partner arts organisations to roll out
social media campaigns with mutual sharing of each
other’s ‘posts’

2020-2023

Programme

2017-2019

Aim C: Community Participation

2014-2017

Strategic Priority 2: INCREASE OPPORTUNITIES

x

x

b) Arts Sector Website – develop the online resource of
x
MK arts events and news, creating an online resource which
is responsive to changing trends
c) Online database – a database of practitioners, facilities
and public art in Milton Keynes to enable easier
engagement with the arts

x

a) Central Cultural Volunteer Hub – centralise
volunteering across arts and heritage to enable easier
recruitment and retention

x

b) Corporate Volunteering – create fit-for-purpose cultural
corporate volunteering days and opportunities
c) Board Development – undertake audits of current
boards, identifying gaps and retirement policies to ensure
strong boards are in place across the sector

x

x

Programme
Group

Outcomes

Outputs/Projects

i. Arts
Consortium

MKC, ACE,
MK City Orchestra,
ICMK, Islamic Arts
Heritage & Culture
Group [IAHCG],
InterAction,
Festival Fringe [FF],
Festive Road [FR],
AHA-MK

Strategic arts organisations are
brought together into a consortium
to build skills, capacity, inward
investment, leadership and
aspiration as part of the ‘Catalyst’
programme

a) Arts Consortium – establishment of an arts consortium
with the joint aspiration to grow, develop and become
sector leaders

x

b) CPD programme - develop arts leaders and boards
through an up-skilling and development programme

x

c) Fundraising Development – with the sector, identify
alternative routes for project and core funding

x

ii. Business
Sector

MKC, SEMLEP,
We will work with businesses to
Shopping Centres, create a stronger arts sector through
Arts Consortium, business-to-third sector partnerships
and long-term mutually-beneficial
projects

a) Creative Industries –support the large DIY creative
industry in MK through sub-regional working and business
development support
b) Landowners –bridge the landowner/artist gap through
facilitated discussions to enable better programming of
spaces perceived to be public
c) Business Partnerships - work with business as investors
to support long-term and one-off arts projects both
intellectually and financially

2020-2023

Programme

2017-2019

Aim D: Learning

2014-2017

Strategic Priority 2: INCREASE OPPORTUNITIES

x

x

x

x

x

11
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Programme
Group

Outcomes

Outputs/Projects

iii. Arts
Education

MK Music
Creation of opportunities for the
Service/Hub,
arts as an educational tool through
Creative Learning formal and informal learning.
Network,
University Centre
MK, Artswork,
MK Schools

a) Music Hub – to formalise the Hub to create audiencefocused work with real benefit to the users, creating a
stronger musical offer in MK

x

b) Learning by Doing – public art programme to
commission artwork for schools as well as showcasing and
profiling the existing schools public art collections.
c) Artsmark and Arts Award – support for schools and
individuals to get engaged in major arts programmes
through working in collaboration with MK based
organisations

2020-2023

Programme

2017-2019

Aim D: Learning Continued…

2014-2017

Strategic Priority 2: INCREASE OPPORTUNITIES

x

x

d) Higher and Further Education – work in partnership
with educators to create strong arts-based courses to
attract, retain and develop learners

x

x

x

Programme
Group

i. EU Capital
of Culture

MKC, Arts Sector, A year-long programme of events
Destination MK, celebrating MK’s ultimate arrival as
ACE, SEMLEP
leading European, city welcoming
the world to its cultural vitality

ii. Access for
All

iii. International
Invitation

Outcomes

Outputs/Projects

FF, FR, IAHCG,
Festivals with opportunities for local
Arts Gateway MK artists and organisations to create
new work with a strong educational
programme to engage audiences
across MK.

a) Artistic Director Programme 2023 – building leaders
and curators of the future, competing at an international
level

x

b) European Commissioning – a programme of high
profile international artistic commissions building up to
and during the Capital of Culture

x

c) EU Academic Research Programme – university-led
academic research into links to MK across European
cities/communities

x

a) Arts Festivals – arts specific, community-focused
festivals for Milton Keynes led by and in partnership with
Festival Fringe and Festive Road [Giants Parade]

x

b) Artform Specific Festival – establish festivals which
celebrate specific art-forms such as Film and Dance

x

c) Cultural Festivals – serving a broad , diverse audience
through cultural festivals which cross the boundaries with
the non-arts such as EF and World Picnic

x

The Stables,
International recognition and visits a) IF: MK’s International Festival – a biennial international x
MKC, MKG, ACE, to high profile events linking global festival coordinated by The Stables in partnership with Arts
SEMLEP,
communities to families living in MK Council England
Artworks mk
b) Rugby World Cup Fanfest – create a season-long artistic x
programme for the fanfest side of the RWC to encourage
international visitors to stay in MK

2020-2023

Programme

2017-2019

Aim E: Events

2014-2017

Strategic Priority 3: ACTIVELY CELEBRATE

x

x

x

x

x

c) MK @ 50 – use the arts to celebrate Milton Keynes’ 50th x
Birthday in 2017 with high profile ‘statement’ artistic
interventions

12
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Programme
Group

Outcomes

i. Cultural
Tourism

Destination MK, Arts are a key tourism component
MKC, AHA-MK, through the Destination
SEMLEP
Management Plan and there is
appropriate signage [physical and
virtual] to sites across MK

a) Destination Management Plan (DMP) – position the
x
arts within the tourism plan for MK and support delivery of
arts related actions
b) Brown Signage – create clear signage to arts centres/
facilities through tourism ‘brown signs’

x

c) Trails and Art interpretation – build on the Arts Guide
to offer greater artistic explorations around the city using
our public art and venues

x

a) Interpretation & Information - commission artists to
engage with and re -interpret the collection, commission
digital/virtual methods for viewing the range of artworks,
and promote the significance of the public art as a
nationally important contemporary collection

x

ii. Public Art
Collection

MKC, MKPT,
thecentre:mk,
MK Development
Partnership,
Public Art Trust

iii. Engage,
Brand and
Promote

Destination MK Interest in the arts increases through a) Networking – create and profile high quality and
x
MKC
branding, communications and
meaningful networking opportunities for people within
AHA-MK,
sector-wide branding
the creative sector
Arts Gateway MK
b) Promotion – celebrate the arts through print, social
x
media and networks to create clarity of offer and increased
audience engagement

iv. Regional
Networks

MKC, SEMLEP,
ACE, AHA-MK

Working with custodians of
collections to add value to peoples
experiences of being in MK and its
public art

Outputs/Projects

New networks of national
importance are developed and
maintained, placing MK on a new
footing with external profile and
recognition of its arts

2020-2023

Programme

2017-2019

Aim F: Communications

2014-2017

Strategic Priority 2: INCREASE OPPORTUNITIES

x

x

c) Brand – building on the success of ‘Amazing MK’, create
strong brand markers for the arts in MK and use them
collectively

x

a) Arts Council England – working with this national
partner to position MK as a leading arts city which can
compete nationally for projects and funding

x

x

x

b) Arts Development UK – networking regionally, to
externally celebrate the success of the arts in MK and to
up-skill the local authority in its delivery of arts
development

x

x

x

c) Arts & Heritage Alliance – using the successful forum
x
to bring external partners into MK for peer-to-peer learning
and of AHA-MK development

x

x

13
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3.2 Annual Review Reporting
This strategy is a live document which will to respond to
changing national trends and funding priorities. It will
therefore be reviewed annually by MKC officers reporting
against the Promises and Programme Plan.
Information will be gained from partners during this annual
review process and for those organisations which are in
funding agreements with MKC there will be additional annual
monitoring meetings.
On a monthly basis, officers report to MKC Councillors through
service-wide briefing reports; through Project Management
Boards on all capital programmes and with budgets over
£100,000; and to their line-manager at monthly project review
meetings.
Independent scrutiny is undertaken by the Arts & Heritage
Alliance Milton Keynes [AHA-MK] – a forum established to
promote, represent and develop arts and heritage in the
borough.

Dancing in the Moonlight at InterAction MK

14

MK Gallery: Family Day
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More Information

Concept artwork for MK Rose by
Gordon Young at Campbell Park

The Arts, Heritage and Libraries Team within the Community
Facilities Unit is responsible for co-ordinating the Arts & Public
Art Strategy and delivery of arts in Milton Keynes. To register
your comments and to find out more about the Arts & Public
Art Strategy and its plan for the future, please go online to the
website below. For enquiries and information please contact:
Milton Keynes Council
The Arts, Heritage and Libraries Team
Saxon Court, Avebury Boulevard, Milton Keynes MK9 3HS
T 01908 253884
E arts@milton-keynes.gov.uk
www.milton-keynes.gov.uk/arts
Arts Strategic Delivery partners:

15

M13318
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ITEM 7(b)
Heritage

Heritage, Museums
& Archives Strategy

www.milton-keynes.gov.uk/heritage
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Cultural
Endowment

Characterisation
Heritage +
Culture

IDENTITY

MK: City
of Design

PLACE

Enabling the
infrastructure that
creates a sense
of place

PEOPLE

Cultural
Infrastructure

Cultural
Tourism

Heritage
North West
MK

MK
Collection
Partners

Volunteering

Active
Audiences

Regional
Networks

COMMUNITY

Communities
of Virtual
Interest

COMMUNICATION

OPPORTUNITY
Creating activities that
raise participation

CELEBRATION
Creating experiences and
sharing successes

LEARNING
Collections

EVENTS
International
Invitation
EU Capital
of Culture

Inspirational
Parks

Access
for All

Heritage
Trails

1
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1. Introduction &
Long-term Vision
The Milton Keynes Heritage, Museums and Archives Strategy
2014 – 23 sets out the vision, plan, major programmes and
projects that have been identified by stakeholder engagement
as strategically vital for the future of Milton Keynes, the needs
of a growing population and its reputation amongst everincreasing visitors. Building on the success of the first ever
Strategy 2008 – 13, which brought together 35 partners from
all areas,1 the new strategy will continue to transform heritage
activity, delivery and infrastructure. As a designed ‘New Town’
and regional centre with international aspirations, the strategy
will recognise the distinctive blend of old and new, urban and
rural and commercial and community that makes Milton
Keynes truly unique.

Peace Pagoda at North
Willen Lake, built 1980

region together in common interest to focus on economic
development, transport networks and cultural identity.

Milton Keynes Council (MKC) is the owner of this strategy but,
as with the previous strategy, for successful delivery partners
in the Heritage, voluntary and private sectors are essential. It
is fortunate that Milton Keynes has established heritage
organisations that have led the sector forwards over the past
forty years and in the last five years the strategy has been to
develop leadership, capacity and expertise within those
specialist partnerships, promoting their work of international
significance in areas of collections, events and volunteering
activity to necessitate step-change.

In April 2011, five independent museum and archive partners3
with significant collections and public delivery, agreed to form
a consortium joint programme under the MK Collection brand.
Although in its early stages this partnership already accounts
for 200,000+ public visits to their venues and by working
together, a ‘critical mass’ of resource, supplemented by the
Council and external funding, will deliver the heritage impact
desired to help put ‘MK’ on the international destination map
and work with the greatest number and range of communities
within the borough.

Following a long tradition of partnership working across
Milton Keynes by the MK Heritage Association (MKHA),2 this
vehicle dedicated to grassroots heritage continues to thrive
and grow with 60+ members covering Milton Keynes,
Bedfordshire, Buckinghamshire and Northamptonshire,
mirroring the more recent South East Midlands Local
Enterprise Partnership (SEMLEP) development to bind the

2008 – 13 saw over £15 Million of funding secured to develop
infrastructure, particularly around archives and museums
venues, collections and activity, with implementation to
continue during the new strategy. More work is needed to
secure Milton Keynes still relatively unknown historic
environment, protect unique wildlife and biodiversity, parks
and open spaces, transport and communication links and
above all to retain the key design principles, sense of place and

Case Study 1: Young Heritage Hunters
The MKHA works with its members, local schools, Heritage
Lottery Fund, Milton Keynes Council, Living Archive and other
partners to run a Young Heritage Hunters Programme to engage children with their heritage
through collections, sites visits and exploration. This provides research, analytical, spatial
development and IT skills and a greater understanding of and interest in their heritage. Their
work is professionally curated and exhibited in Discover Milton Keynes Showcases across Milton
Keynes and they get to experience an evening launch event with VIP guests.
1

Young Heritage Hunters exhibition
at the Discover Milton Keynes
Showcase, Central Library

2

3

Milton Keynes Heritage Strategy 2008 – 13, Final Review Report, April 2013 is available online at www.miltonkeynes.gov.uk/heritage.
A history of the Milton Keynes Heritage Association, a current list of its members and their work via an online
heritage portal is available at www.mkheritage.co.uk.
Bletchley Park; Cowper and Newton Museum, Olney; Living Archive; MK City Discovery Centre and MK
3
Museum. For more information see www.mkcollection.co.uk.
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The Mansion, Bletchley Park

Case Study 2: Bletchley Park
Now an international name and major success story, it was only five years ago
that Bletchley Park still faced an uncertain future. Thanks to a project model of
Council and external national funding partners (in this case English Heritage and
Heritage Lottery Fund), led by specialist expertise of a third sector independent
trust (Bletchley Park Trust), this historic site has been secured for the nation and
helped place Milton Keynes firmly in the spotlight as a major visitor destination.
This model is now being applied successfully to other major heritage projects to
deliver the critical step-change to become an international city.

Jointly the strategies will aim to deliver the cultural vision:
“By 2023 we will be recognised as being world class.”

local identity felt by all, whether that is within a ‘New Town
estate’, historic town or village or modern new development
that all come together to make Milton Keynes. Therefore, the
new strategy will be a Heritage, Museums and Archives Strategy
to recognise the work in each of these separate disciplines.
Although more evolutionary than revolutionary, the strategy
retains its ambitions for the sector; advocating that Milton
Keynes aspires to achieve EU Capital of Culture in 2023
working across cultural sectors, strategies, shared themes,
objectives and promises, to be an international city.

This strategy will deliver the Heritage Vision; “Heritage at the
heart of Milton Keynes and a force for social, economic and
cultural vitality.”

1.1 Cultural Vision
This Heritage, Museums and Archives Strategy sits within a
portfolio of strategies from the Milton Keynes Council service
area Community Facilities Unit. These strategies include the
Arts and Public Art Strategy and the Sports & Active
Communities Strategy and they underpin the strategic cultural
statement and vision:
‘Culture in Milton Keynes is a term that means different things to
different people. We believe that cultural participation is where
people of all backgrounds come together with shared interests
and passions. Together with the environment in which cultural
activities take place, culture includes all the things that define our
lives, connect our communities and represent the values we pass
on to other generations’.

Enigma Machine
at Bletchley Park

Case Study 3: Historical Medieval Wall Paintings
Milton Keynes is fortunate in that it has not one but two sites with nationally
important medieval wall paintings which offer a glimpse into our past. The
murals at St Lawrence Church, Broughton have been secured thanks to The
Churches Conservation Trust and can be seen at events such as MK Heritage
Open Days each September. The wall paintings of the Virgin Mary in the C 14th
Pilgrim Chapel at Bradwell Abbey are less well-known, but thanks to a major
project to restore the important medieval site, will be conserved and protected
for generations to come.
Medieval wall painting of the Virgin
Mary, Pilgrim Chapel, Bradwell Abbey
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1.2 Strategic Position
Heritage has a prominent position within the MKC Corporate
Plan under the theme World Class MK; “Milton Keynes will be
recognised internationally for its distinctive arts and heritage”
and offers areas for heritage to contribute under the themes
Living in MK, Working in MK and Visiting MK. Additionally,
heritage continues to work across the local authority and
wider political landscape of Milton Keynes and in key strategic
documents such as the Core Strategy, emerging MK Local Plan,
Community Strategy, Economic Strategy and Health &
Wellbeing Strategy. Heritage is also vital to major external
partners like parish councils, the Parks Trust, Community
Foundation, Community Action MK and the commercial and
business sectors to deliver their aspirations for the
international standing of Milton Keynes.
The development and growth of heritage in Milton Keynes has
been led by MKC and underpinned by our national partners
Heritage Lottery Fund, English Heritage, Natural England,
Museum, Libraries and Archives Council (until their closure in
2012), The National Archives and Arts Council England. This
successful model of partnering council and external funding
with third sector heritage delivery expertise will be a
continuing focus in this new strategy.

Bradwell Windmill

1.3 Promise
The new Strategy provides a rationale for prioritised
programmes and projects over the next 10 years and will meet
the aspirations of its current residents, visitors and growing
communities. To do this, key promises will be embedded into
the delivery plan and strategic decisions across the cultural
sector, so the strategy will:

Heritage Open Days event:
Repainted Dinosaur at InterAction, Peartree Bridge

Through delivery of this strategy we will:
• Offer diverse opportunities and activities representative of
Milton Keynes’ demography
• Work across the borough with established and new
communities supporting growth and regeneration
• Capitalise on opportunities to expand inward investment
within cultural sectors
• Use culture to support healthy communities and social
wellbeing

Case Study 4: Bradwell Windmill
Led by Milton Keynes Museum and supported by parish and community partners
within Bradville, Stantonbury and New Bradwell, the local community has
worked with the Council to re-open Bradwell Windmill to public and group visits
and secure funding for its refurbishment. Once works are complete in 2014, MK
Museum and volunteers drawn from the community will help operate the mill
and run events providing a unique historic learning and social resource for
people of all ages and backgrounds.
Young volunteer at Bradwell Windmill
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Milton Keynes Museum

2. Strategic Priorities
The strategic priorities provide the framework for the delivery
plan and the heritage priorities going forwards; there are 3
priorities, each with 2 aims. These are in place across the Arts
and Public Arts Strategy and the Sports & Active Communities
Strategy as well as this Heritage, Museums and Archives
Strategy.

2.1 Strategic Priority One: Enhance
Identity
Identity is a key priority for a maturing city still establishing
and seeking recognition as having world class heritage. The
people of Milton Keynes are proud and ambitious and
visionary about the future. The identity of Milton Keynes needs
to be celebrated and expanded to recognise the diversity of its
people and place.

Aim A: People
The strategy’s major outcomes in this aim are:
a) People-led, active preservation of our New Town and lesser
known historic environment, recognising the unique
historic landscape of Milton Keynes and its individual
component parts.

Aim B: Place

b) Heritage joint programming with other cultural sectors
providing added value to profiling the distinctive identity of
Milton Keynes and its component parts.

a) Secure a cultural endowment which can support museum,
archive and heritage major infrastructure, responding to the
changing investment focus by MKC.

c) Improving the quality of life for residents in and visitors to
targeted areas of MK that has significant and distinctive
heritage tourism appeal bringing economic and health
wellbeing to that area.

b) Delivering a capital programme for a range of heritage
historic sites which will contribute to MK becoming an
international city.

The strategy’s major outcomes in this aim are:

c) Improving the international recognition of the unique
design principles of MK that informs a modern, innovative
and creative design city, putting it at the heart of future
development, growth and regeneration.

Case Study 5: World Class Collections
An independent audit by ABL Consulting in 2008 concluded that Milton Keynes
had significant international status collections that needed to be made more
accessible. These included material on WWII code and ciphers, telephone and
communications, the Wolverton Railway Works, MK New Town archives, film and
oral history, archaeology and badminton collection material. After work by the
Council with key partners, a £1M 3 year STACCess: MK project funded by MKC and
HLF began this year to deliver that access. Thoughts now turn to how Milton
Keynes might secure the future of its significant 240+ pieces of public art ranging
from renowned works such as ‘The Black Horse’ by Elisabeth Frink to community
pieces from the 1970s such as ‘The Griffin’ at Eaglestone.
Telephones collection at Milton Keynes Museum
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2.2 Strategic Priority Two: Increase
Opportunities
Heritage offer a broad range of opportunities, this includes as
a visitor, an active participant or volunteer. It has the ability to
bring people and communities together, support learning and
expand the experiences of a growing population.

Medieval Fair: surgery
at Bradwell Abbey

Aim C: People
The strategy’s major outcomes in this aim are:

2.3 Strategic Priority Three: Actively
Celebrate

a) Increase engagement in heritage and other sectors by
marketing and partnering with our commercial
counterparts, introducing digital technologies to increase
access for all.

Creating events that make people proud of Milton Keynes as
well as enthusing people to visit our borough. Using heritage
as a mechanism to celebrate Milton Keynes externally is a key
priority for the Heritage, Museum and Archive Strategy.

b) Create a centralised, virtual heritage offer, building on the
existing work of the MK Heritage Association and MK
Collection partners.

Aim E: Events
The strategy’s major outcomes in this aim are:
a) Establish a year long programme of events celebrating MK’s
ultimate arrival as an International City welcoming the
world to its cultural vitality.

c) Co-ordinated skills and training volunteering programme
for local people of all ages and backgrounds with
progression routes and social and health benefits.

b) Borough wide major free events that celebrate the unique
diversity of heritage in Milton Keynes and the communities
and cultures that have and are contributing to that mix.

Aim D: Learning
The strategy’s major outcomes in this aim are:

c) International recognition and visitation to high profile
events linking global communities to families living here in
Milton Keynes.

a) Secure the significant heritage collections of MK making
them publicly accessible and internationally recognised.
b) Profile heritage throughout MK (including public art)
including promoting Redways as a unique resource.

Aim F:
The strategy’s major outcomes in this aim are:

c) Develop enhanced learning through increased use and
activity in parks with events and ‘Parks Showcases’ in line
with Parks Trust 10 yr strategy (2011-21).

a) Heritage is a key component of the Destination
Management Plan and Visitor Strategy addressing venue
signage and interpretation across the borough.
b) Establishing a full Joint Programme for the MK Collection
partnership for marketing, organisational and business
planning as the primary MK heritage delivery vehicle.
c) Develop new networks of national importance that places
MK on a new footing with external profile and recognition
of its heritage, including academic research.

Case Study 6: New Towns Network
Milton Keynes was the last and greatest of the 20th Century Garden City and
New Town settlements and arguably the most successful. Now a generation on,
these towns that share a heritage are coming together to profile the academic
and community research of one of the most significant stories of the UK yet to be
realised and work to seek recognition of this historic new town environment and
the unique design principles that give identity and character to them.

Central Milton Keynes
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filming with Living Archive

3. Delivery
3.1 Heritage, Museum and Archive
Programme Plan, 2014 - 2023
Although Milton Keynes Council is the owner of this strategy
and often the initiator of projects, delivery is always in
partnership with others both within Milton Keynes and those
working regionally. This is because very often the third sector
delivery partner holds the heritage specialism expertise and
ongoing delivery mode, has the direct engagement with
audiences and provides the opportunities to the public via
well established venues and/or services. However, what is
often required is the council’s expertise at capacity building,
advocacy and fundraising and brokerage with other partners
that can offer additional benefits or shared provision. The
Heritage Development Officer post within the council is
therefore a strategic delivery role which supports with project
initiation, advice and guidance, inward investment and
business support and development.
Milton Keynes Council employs staff to support delivery across
sports, libraries, heritage and arts which together support
delivery of the Council’s cultural aim and vision. The Heritage,
Museum and Archives Strategy is owned by the Community
Facilities Unit of which the Heritage Development Officer is
part. Officers take responsibility for delivering this strategy
including project, contract and budget management,
monitoring and commissioning and partnership development.
Officers are PRINCE II accredited and use the MK Council
Project Management System: MK Approach for its project
delivery. Heritage projects are delivered through external
independent Project Managers who are appointed on a
project-by-project basis and in consultation with the third
sector partner(s). Implementation of the Programme Plan,
delivery will be in partnership with the sector and interested
stakeholders.

3.2 Annual Review Reporting
This strategy is a live document which needs to respond to
changing national trends and funding priorities. The
Programme Plan is both robust and flexible and projects will
be delivered in the short, medium and long-term so the action
plan is designed to reflect this and will be reviewed annually
by MKC officers reporting against the Promises and Delivery
Plan to remain relevant. Information will be gained from
partners during this annual review process alongside the
existing performance monitoring systems that are in place and
for those organisations which are in funding agreements with
MKC there will be additional annual monitoring meetings.

Our Sporting Life London 2012 exhibition,
Doubletree Hilton Hotel, Stadium:MK

On a monthly basis, the Heritage Development Officer reports
to MKC Councillors through service-wide briefing reports, that
then form the basis of town/parish/ward and public
information reports. The officer also reports monthly through
CFU Programme Management Board and Archive and
Museum Programme Board on all activity and capital
programmes and projects with budgets over £100,000 and to
the Cultural Service Manager at monthly meetings. External
scrutiny will be held regularly at each annual review by the
MK-AHA Officers Group and the MK Heritage Association
Executive on behalf of the wider heritage and cultural sectors.
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Strategic Priority 1: ENHANCE IDENTITY
Year 1-3

Year 4-6

Year 7-10

Aim A: People

√

√

√

b) Heritage Assets: Securing, protecting and bringing back √
into re-use and public access Milton Keynes formal
Heritage Assets.

√

√

c) Heritage at Risk: Identifying heritage at risk across the √
borough area and formulating plans to secure its future.

√

Programme

Programme
Group

Major Outcomes

Outputs/Projects

i) Characterisation

MK Council
English Heritage
MK CDC
Living Archive

People-led, active preservation
ofour New Town and lesser
known historic environment,
recognising the unique historic
landscape of Milton Keynes
and its individual component
parts.

a) Active Archaeology: A range of co-ordinated events
supporting National Archaeology Festival and profiling
archaeology and wider Historic Environment Record.

ii) Heritage +
[Culture]

MK Council
Badminton
England
MK Collection
MK Dons SET
MKHA

Heritage joint programming
with other cultural sectors
providing added value to
profiling the distinctive
identity of Milton Keynes and
its component parts.

d) Local List project: Identifying the significant ‘New
Town’ heritage of Milton Keynes, recognising it’s important
and character to the historic environment.

√

a) Discover MK Showcases: Expanding the current
Discover MK showcase offer in libraries to provide
showcases for arts, libraries and culture.

√

b) Our Sporting Life: MK: Building on the success of
London 2012 by securing and profiling the sporting
heritage of Milton Keynes.

√

c) Public Art - Heritage Schemes: Public Art

√

√

√

√

development project schemes that link to heritage through
active or indirect means.
iii) Heritage
North West

MK Council
Parks Trust
Artworks: MK
MK Collection
Town/Parish
Councils

Improving the quality of life
for residents in and visitors to
an area of MK that has
distinctive heritage tourism
appeal bringing economic
and health wellbeing to an
area stretching mainly from
Stony Stratford – Wolverton –
New Bradwell – Great Linford Newport Pagnell.

a) Bradwell Windmill: Delivering a refurbished windmill at √
the centre of its local community and a tourism focus with
bespoke activity projects and programmes.
b) Northern Heritage Corridor: Linking important forms
of heritage and culture together across Northern Milton
Keynes, recognising the rich identity of its industrial and
rural past.

√

√

c) Wolverton Neighbourhood Plan – Deliver Objective 2
(Heritage) of the Wolverton Neighbourhood plan in line
with the wider Heritage North West programme.

√

√

Grand Union Canal at New Bradwell
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Programme
Group

Major Outcomes

Outputs/Projects

i) Cultural
Endowment

MK Council
MK Collection
MKCF; MKHA
Business sector

To secure a cultural
endowment which alongside
arts can support museum,
archive and heritage major
infrastructure, responding to
the changing investment
focus by MKC.

a) Cultural Endowment: Work across cultural sectors to
map assets and identify opportunities to create a cultural
endowment legacy.

ii) Cultural
Infrastructure

MK Collection
Badminton
England
MK Council
Parks Trust MK

Capital programme for a
range of heritage assets
(historic sites and collections)
which will be realised
throughout the life of this
strategy and contribute to MK
as an international city.

b) Milton Keynes Museum Deliver a new Museum for MK
telling the complete ‘Story of MK’ as identified in the
original Masterplan.

Year 7-10

Programme

Year 4-6

Aim B: Place

Year 1-3

Strategic Priority 1: ENHANCE IDENTITY

√

√

√

c) CMK Superlibrary, Archive and Discover MK Showcase: √
Delivering a combined major city centre Showcase for our
historic collections.

√

a) Bedford to Milton Keynes Canal: Development of this
historic route to provide heritage, tourism and economic
development.

√

√

b) Bletchley Park Phase 2: Developing the museum and
historic site to deliver internationally renowned learning
and collections access.

√

√

c) Bradwell Abbey: Refurbishing and securing for the
future the Bradwell Abbey medieval site for heritage and
community use.

√

√

d) Cowper & Newton Museum: Courtyard/Amazing Grace √
projects to increase use of this historic site and its
international story.
e) National Badminton Museum at National Bowl:
Establishing a modern Badminton Museum and access to
international story.

iII) MK: City of
Design

MK Council
Destination MK
MK Collection
Parks Trust
MK College;
MKHA; MK PAT;
UMK

International recognition of
the unique design principles
of MK that informs a modern,
innovative and creative design
city, with potential for
UNESCO status. Focus on
architecture, urban design,
public realm, craft, public art,
technical design and creative
industries, underpinned by
academic research.

√

f) Willen Lake: Major project to develop a regional tourism
destination with ‘Xtreme’ sports activity, parkland and wildlife.

√

a) Architecture and Urban Design Festival: Celebrating
the unique MK design identity through architecture and
wider public realm.

√

b) Creative Industries digital heritage design: Identify
and support creative industry businesses that use heritage
in design areas.

√

c) Public Art Collection: Complete audit of current
collection and plan to secure it for future or decommission
if necessary.
d) UNESCO Creative City of Design project: Identify and
develop design strengths of MK across a range of sectors
and partners to support an application to join the UNESCO
creative cities network.

√

√

√
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Programme
Group

i) Active Audiences MK Council
AHA-MK
Cultural sectors
Destination MK

Major Outcomes

Outputs/Projects

To increase engagement in
heritage and other sectors by
marketing and competing
with our commercial
counterparts. Introducing
digital technologies to engage
audiences.

a) Arts and Heritage Audiences Cluster: Organisations
sharing audience data to develop diverse and popular
activity programmes.

iii) Volunteering

MKHA
MK Collection
Community
Action MK

MK Collection
Parks Trust MK
AHA-MK; MKHA
Community
Action MK

√

b) Culture Card/App: Heritage organisations offer
√
incentives as part of a residents and visitors card/phone app.
c) Digital access and technophile use: Enabling access to
heritage information and collections via smart technology.

ii) Communities
of Virtual Interest
(CIVI)

√

A centralised virtual heritage a) ARCH: MK (Archives in the Community): Develop a
offer, building on the existing virtual community archives network across the MKHA
work of the MKHA and MK
membership.
Collection.
b) Online Collections Access:' MK Collection' collections
portal developed by Consortium joint collections
management.

√

c) Community Heritage Online Portal: Development of
the MKHA membership portal to widen access beyond
members to public.

√

A co-ordinated skills and
training volunteering
programme (with Arts sector)
for local people of all ages and
backgrounds with progression
routes and social and health
benefits.

Year 7-10

Programme

Year 4-6

Aim C: Community

Year 1-3

Strategic Priority 2: INCREASE OPPORTUNITIES

√

√

√

a) MK Collection Volunteer Programme: Development of √
joint programme for volunteer skills, development and
social wellbeing.

√

b) Parks volunteering programme: Programme for
environmental volunteering including landscape and
wildlife management.

√

√

c) STACCESS: MK - Volunteers: Collections management
training and skills development resulting in public access
benefits.

√

Bronze Age Gold Torcs, found at Monkston
Park and now at British Museum
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Strategic Priority 2: INCREASE OPPORTUNITIES
Year 7-10

√

√

√

√

a) Blue Lagoon Park: Develop the Blue Lagoon open space
to provide a community activity park for Lakes Estate,
Bletchley.

√

√

b) Parks Showcase Venues: Developing themed showcase √
facilities across MK as bases for Parks Trust and partner
delivery.

√

√

c) New Parks for New Communities (WEA/Stanton Low): √
New Linear Parks providing active spaces for new resident
communities.

√

Programme

Programme
Group

Major Outcomes

Outputs/Projects

i) Collections

MK Collection
Cenotaph Trust
MK Council
MK PAT

To secure the significant
heritage collections of MK
making them publicly
accessible and internationally
recognised.

a) Campbell Park Sculpture Park (incl. MK Rose): Building
on the public art plan and original master plan for
Campbell Park.

Year 1-3

Year 4-6

Aim D: Learning

b) Collections Strategy: Developing an MK-wide heritage √
collections strategy for contemporary collecting.
c) STACCESS: MK - Collections: Develop a Joint Collections √
Care and Management programme within a central
resource centre.

ii) Heritage Trails

MK Council
MK Collection
MK PAT
Towns/Parish
Councils

Profiling heritage throughout a) Arts, Public Art and Heritage Activity Trails: Self-guided
MK (including public art)
trails across Milton Keynes for resident participation and
including promoting Redways visitor benefit.
as a unique resource.
b) Bradwells' History Trails: Themed trails centred on
√
Bradwell Abbey site exploring connections across Bradwell
settlements.
c) Cowper’s Alcove and Trail: Trail linking sites with William √
Cowper connections across Olney, Weston Underwood
and area.

iii) Inspirational
Parks

MK Parks Trust
MK Council
Towns/Parish
Councils

Developing increased learning
through increased use/activity
in parks with events and ‘Parks
Showcases’ in line with Parks
Trust 10 yr strategy (2011-21).

Caldecotte Lake from above. Part
of the Ouzel Valley Linear Park
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Programme
Group

i) UK 2023 European MK Council
Capital of Culture
Cultural Sectors
Destination MK
Parks Trust MK
UMK

ii) Access for All

iii) International
Invitation

MK Parks Trust
MK Collection
Town and Parish
Councils

MK Council
MK Collection
The Stables
WFA

Year 7-10

Programme

Year 4-6

Aim E: Events

Year 1-3

Strategic Priority 3: ACTIVELY CELEBRATE
Major Outcomes

Outputs/Projects

A year long programme of
events celebrating MK’s
ultimate arrival as an
International City welcoming
the world to its cultural vitality.

a) Artistic Director Programme 2023: Main year-long
programme by a nationally renowned artistic director.

√

b) European Academic Research Project: University-led
academic research into links to MK across European
cities/communities.

√

c) Heritage Partnership 2023 Programme:
MK Collections-led heritage activity programme for 2023
Events Calendar.

√

Borough wide major free
events that celebrate the
unique diversity of heritage in
Milton Keynes and the
communities and cultures
that have and are contributing
to that mix.

International recognition and
visitation to high profile
events linking global
communities to families living
here in Milton Keynes.

a) Campbell Park Festivals (World Picnic and EF Diversity): √
Events supporting Campbell Park as a major city-wide
venue.

√

√

b) Carnivals, Parades and Festivals: Events by local
organisations for their communities celebrating local
identity and place.

√

√

√

c) MK Heritage Open Days: Annual National FREE Festival √
each September continues to deliver for MK communities
and visitors.

√

√

a) IF – International Festival Biennial: Heritage sector
support through venue activity and information for
themed programmes.

√

√

√

b) International Rugby World Cup 2015: Supporting the √
sporting event with associated heritage and cultural activity
programme.
c) MK @ 50 - Celebrating MK’s 50th anniversary 2017:
Heritage-led celebration of MK’s New Town as it reaches
the half-century.
d) WWI Centenary 2014 – 2018: Ensuring the lives and
sacrifices of MK people are nationally commemorated and
celebrated.

√

√

√

Grade II Listed Victorian
Farmhouse at MK Museum
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Programme
Group

Major Outcomes

Outputs/Projects

i) Cultural Tourism

Destination MK
MK Council
Parks Trust MK
External Orgs

Heritage is a key component
of the Destination
Management Plan and Visitor
Strategy along with other
cultural sectors and key aim is
delivering an overall
Wayfinding Strategy across MK.

a) Destination Management Plan: Ensure heritage
participation in the delivery and implementation of the
DMP for MK.

ii) MK Collection
Partners

iii) Regional
Networks

MK Collection
MK Council
MKHA; MK AHA

MK Council
MK Collection
SEMLEP
UMK
External Orgs

Joint Programme which
continues to develop MK
Collection partnership for
joint programme business
planning and primary
heritage delivery vehicle
across Milton Keynes.

Developing new networks of
national importance that
places MK on a new footing
with external profile and
recognition of its heritage,
including through academic
research.

√

b) Brown Signs Strategy for heritage venues: Ensuring
√
heritage venues have accurate Brown Signs for tourism visits.

√

c) Trails interpretation (Brochures, signage and virtual): √
Using the unique Redways to create fun and engaging trails
across MK.

√

a) Collections and Access: Continuing the Joint
Programme to deliver Collections Management and Public
Access to heritage

√

b) Events and Marketing: Continuing to develop a shared
Event Calendar and activity programme for heritage across
MK.

√

c) Volunteering and Learning: Continuing a Volunteer
Programme to benefit Learners of all ages through
informal/formal training.

√

a) MK Heritage Association Membership Network:
Support and develop primary heritage network across
wider SEMLEP region.

√

b) New Towns Network: Through University of
Hertfordshire developing New Towns Network across
South East.

√

c) Regional Cultural Network: Support Museums, Arts and
Libraries Networks working and coming together for shared
cultural activity.
d) SEMLEP Archives Network: Developing an Archives
Network to determine Archives joint provision across
SEMLEP region.

Year 7-10

Programme

Year 4-6

Aim F: Communications

Year 1-3

Strategic Priority 3: ACTIVELY CELEBRATE

√

√

√

√

Sunrise over the Barn at Great Linford
Manor Courtyard, home to Artworks:mk
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More Information
The Arts, Heritage and Libraries Team within the Community
Facilities Unit is responsible for co-ordinating the Heritage
Museums and Archives Strategy and delivery of heritage in
Milton Keynes. To register your comments and to find out
more about the Heritage, Museums & Archives Strategy and its
Plan for the Future, please go online to the website below. For
enquiries and information please contact:
Milton Keynes Council
The Arts, Heritage and Libraries Team
Saxon Court, Avebury Boulevard, Milton Keynes MK9 3HS
T 01908 253884
E heritage@milton-keynes.gov.uk
www.milton-keynes.gov.uk/heritage
The Conservation and Archaeology Team is responsible for the
protection and enhancement of historic environment within
Milton Keynes. To find out more about heritage assets in the
area or advice in relation to development proposals please
contact:

Living Archive: local school children
performing as part of a World War II project

Milton Keynes Council
Conservation and Archaeology
Civic Offices, 1 Saxon Gate East, MK9 3EJ
T 01908 252599
E conservation@milton-keynes.gov.uk
archaeology@milton-keynes.gov.uk
www.milton-keynes.gov.uk/conservation-archaeology

Heritage Strategic Delivery partners:

15
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ITEM 7(c)
Sport & Active Communities

Milton Keynes Sport & Active
Communities Strategy

www.milton-keynes.gov.uk/sports
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1. Introduction &
Long-term Vision
1.0

Introduction

“Sport is more than a luxury or a form of entertainment.
Access to and participation in sport is a human right and
essential for individuals of all ages to lead healthy and
fulfilling lives. Sport is critical to a child’s development. It
teaches core values such as cooperation and respect. It
improves health and reduces the likelihood of disease. It
is a significant economic force providing employment
and contributing to local development, and it brings
individuals and communities together bridging cultural
or ethnic divides”
(Source – U.N. Toolkit – Sport for development)

The importance of sport and having active communities
provides a means to achieve wider social, health, economic
and environmental outcomes for individuals and
communities.

The Sport and Active Communities Strategy provides a
strategic direction to all the organisations and individuals,
who have a role in enabling, directing, developing, coordinating and delivering sport and active recreation within
Milton Keynes. The Strategy recognises that Milton Keynes
Council are not the only provider of sport and active
recreation and, therefore, the responsibility of meeting the
targets and delivering actions falls across a wide range of
partners.

Having active communities has the capacity to bring together
people of different generations, cultures and backgrounds. It
improves health, is a source of new friendships, can be used to
tackle exclusion and isolation, can engage those who
otherwise may become involved in antisocial behaviour and is
a key component in regeneration.

The Sport and Active Communities Strategy will cover three
main areas :
• Sports Development,
• Facilities including Community Centres,
• Playing Fields.

Sport and active leisure time matters to a lot of people. Not
just those performing at the highest level, but also those
seeking activities for fun, exercise and enjoyment.
Our aspiration in Milton Keynes is to build active, healthy safe
and successful communities through increased participation
and active recreation.

This strategy requires the many different providers of sport
and active recreation to work together. Through local
partnerships, the providers should improve co-ordination,
reduce duplication and maximise resources, in order to
achieve the shared strategic outcomes, and give Milton
Keynes communities the greatest opportunities to participate.

Case Study: Wolverton Swimming and Fitness Centre
£7.4m of Growth Area funding was secured to deliver the new Swimming and
Fitness Centre at Wolverton. The new facility has bought life to the west end of
Wolverton and provided a link to the old town and the new housing development
surrounding the site. The new pool provides a 25m 6 lane swimming pool with
sauna and steam room, a 50 station fitness suite and dance studio and café area. It
is open 7 days a week and has been well received both locally (65% of members
have a local postcode) and across Milton Keynes with membership numbers
exceeding expectations in the short time since opening in April 2013.
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Previous strategies (Sport and Leisure 2008 and Leisure
Facilities 2003) have been vital in enabling delivery of
increased participation in sport and the development of new
facilities in the area.
Milton Keynes Council sports and community projects alone
have created around £44m of investment in new facilities in
the area since 2008, of which £42m was from external sources,
this has been made possible by using the strategy to make the
case for funding priorities.
Milton Keynes has an ethos of local people generating
communities and involving themselves in their locality.
Community facilities have benefited from local people
investing considerable amount of personal time in managing,
promoting and maintaining these important facilities for their
local community. The providers of sport and active recreation
must continue to work together to ensure training and
financial opportunities are identified, to support these
important local volunteers.
The selection of Milton Keynes as a host venue for the Rugby
World Cup in 2015 offers a unique opportunity as a catalyst to
enthuse, motivate and stimulate the borough, to increase
participation in sport and active recreation, as well as
celebrate the culture and diversity of the local communities.

1.1

The successes of the previous strategies, the investment that
has been secured and the burgeoning reputation as a sporting
destination means that Milton Keynes is well placed to achieve
its own ambitions to become an International Sporting City;
renowned for providing opportunities to ensure that people
make the active choice whether they live, work, learn or play in
the City.

Cultural Vision

The Sport and Active Communities Strategy is one of three
strategies that have been produced to support a wider cultural
offer in Milton Keynes. Alongside the Art and Public Art Strategy
and the Heritage, Museums and Archive Strategy, the three
strategies underpin a strategic cultural statement and vision:
“Culture in Milton Keynes is a term that means different things
to different people. We believe that cultural participation is
where people of all backgrounds come together with shared
interests and passions. Together with the environment in
which cultural activities take place, culture includes all the
things that define our lives, connect our communities and us
and represent the values we pass on to other generations”
Jointly the strategies will aim to deliver the cultural vision:
“By 2023 we will be recognised as being world class”
The vision for sport and active communities is
“To establish Milton Keynes as a sporting destination, where
facilities, events and programmes inspire people to make the
active choice and create a lasting sporting legacy.”
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Strategic Position

Sport and active recreation has a prominent position within
the Council’s Corporate Plan under the theme World Class MK;
“Milton Keynes will be recognised internationally as being a
premier sporting city” and in addition to that specific
contribution, the corporate plan provides opportunities for
sport and active recreation to contribute under the themes
Living in MK, Working in MK and Visiting MK. Additionally
sport and active recreation continues to work across the local
authority and wider political landscape to support the delivery
of outcomes identified within a number of key strategic
documents such as the Core Strategy, Community Strategy,
Joint Health and Wellbeing Strategy and the Cycling Strategy.

1.3

The published Joint Health and Wellbeing Strategy1 identifies
clearly the role physical activity has in positively impacting on
an individuals mental and physical health. The sport and active
recreation community and this Strategy have a clear role and
mandate to support the objectives of the Joint Health and
Wellbeing Strategy and prove the value of the sector in a wider
context.

Promise

Milton Keynes is unique and must meet the demands of an
ever increasing population. To do this, the following principles
will be embedded into delivery plans and strategic decisions:
We will:
• Offer diverse sport and active recreation opportunities.
• Ensure that the ‘offer’ is available across the borough within
established and emerging communities.
• Capitalise on opportunities to expand inward investment
within the sport and active recreation sectors
• Use sport and active recreation to improve wellbeing,
reduce early deaths and reduce health inequalities.
• Enable communities to make informed choices with the
development, management and use of their local facilities

The development and growth of sport and active recreation
particularly the built infrastructure has been led by Milton
Keynes Council and underpinned by our national partners
Sport England and the various sporting governing bodies. This
has led to the redevelopment of Bletchley Leisure Centre and
the creation of a new rugby site on the West of the Borough.
This successful model of partnership working and matching
Council and external funding with third sector support will be
a continuing focus in this new strategy.

1
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2.0 Strategic Priorities
Working in partnership, we will create more opportunities for
people to participate in sport and active recreation and
support individuals to achieve their potential. In order to
achieve this, a framework has been adopted with the
following headings:
Enhance Identity

when we enable the infrastructure that
creates a sense of place

Increase Opportunity when we create activities that raise
participation
Actively Celebrate

2.1

Aim A: People
The clubs, coaches, officials, and volunteers who provide the
workforce to deliver sport and active recreation opportunities.
The athletes that provide the success and enhance the
reputation Milton Keynes as a “premier sporting city”. The
people that volunteer to manage our community facilities to
create a sense of community and space for personal recreation

when we create experiences and share
stories of success

Strategic Priority One: Enhance
Identity

Creating a sporting identity is a key priority for Milton Keynes
which is still relatively young as a place. Building a reputation
as an International Sporting City is a stated ambition of
partners and permeates throughout the sporting community.

• Leadership, coaching and officiating workforce:
Providing the courses and support functions to facilitate
individuals progressing through a coaching / officiating
pathway.

“To develop Milton Keynes as an International Sporting City ... a
concept which seeks to attract and support regional, national
and international facilities and events, and to improve people’s
health and wellbeing through new opportunities to participate in
sport and active recreation.” 2

• Sporting Heritage: Working with the Heritage sector to
recognise the sporting history of Milton Keynes and
accurately document the successes and events which shape
the sporting landscape.
• Club Development: Supporting clubs to improve their
sporting offer to current and potential new members with
advice and guidance on facility improvement, funding,
volunteer recruitment and retention.

In order to fulfil this aim, we have to ensure that the primary
building blocks are in place within the voluntary sport sector
and that the local infrastructure can sustain lifelong
participation both in terms of the built facilities that are
available and the human resource that exist within community
sports clubs.

• Strategic Infrastructure: Providing leadership through a
co-ordinated, dynamic approach for sport and active
recreation ensuring local connectivity across a wide range
of partners to shape and enable growth (revenue and
capital) in the sports and community sector.

Case Study: Marshall Milton Keynes Athletics Club
Marshall Milton Keynes Athletics Club is one of the largest voluntary sports clubs
in Milton Keynes and arguably the most successful. It regularly produces athletes
who represent their country, the most well-known after his gold medal winning
performance at the London Olympics being Greg Rutherford. Whilst being
successful in developing athletes, the club also has very good administrative
structures, recruiting volunteers, securing sponsorship and developing coaches.
The club has been acknowledged for its outstanding work by winning England
Athletics Club of the Year on two separate occasions.

2
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• Athlete Development: Ensuring that athletes in Milton
Keynes have access to the correct facilities and support
networks to achieve their potential as they move along the
performance pathway.
• Volunteer Development: Provide support for volunteers to
ensure that they have skills, knowledge and tools to provide
for the local community.

Aim B: Places
Investing in our existing sports and active recreation facilities
physical infrastructure, whilst identifying opportunities for
new developments.
New Facilities for New Areas: Ensuring appropriate new
leisure and community facilities are developed to meet the
needs of new communities in Milton Keynes.
Improve Aging Facilities: Replacing or refurbishing aging
facilities which are important in the sports and community
facility network.

2.2

Community Asset Transfer: Providers of sport and active
recreation ensure that facilities continue to provide a range of
opportunities and remain accessible for local people,
particularly in identified areas of deprivation.

Strategic Priority Two – Increase
Opportunities

Sport and active recreation offers a range of opportunities that
people can become involved in for social, competitive or
health reasons. It has the ability to bring people and
communities together. Sport and active recreation provides an
opportunity to have a positive impact on individuals’ mental
and physical health and wellbeing, therefore supporting the
wider public health agenda.

International Sporting City: Providing facilities and
associated support to enable top class sports men and women
to train, and where possible to compete, in Milton Keynes in
agreed priority sports, whist also offering new opportunities
for community sport.

Aim C: Community Participation
Enabling individuals and communities to experience, engage
and participate in sport at a level of their choosing and a range
of active recreation activities and opportunities
• Participation in Sport: Increasing the number of
opportunities for children, young people and adults
participating in sport across Milton Keynes
• Participation in Active Recreation Increasing the number
of adults participating in active recreation across Milton
Keynes
• Active Interventions: To use sport and active recreation as
an intervention to prevent long term health conditions and
to increase wellbeing

Achieve the Funding: Ensuring that Milton Keynes maximises
the potential benefits from development including via
developers contributions, and also being able to respond to
funding opportunities as they arise.

Case Study: Broughton Community Sports Pavilion
The eastern expansion area is delivering 4,500 new homes in Milton Keynes.
Broughton Pavilion was completed in 2012 for these new residents and funded by
the MK Tariff, s106 developer gain and Milton Keynes Council capital funding. The
facility provides an important central hub for the community to meet, play sport,
provision for pre-school and youth activities, space for the local community police
officers to link with local people and a new office for the Parish Council to operate
from.
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Case Study: Bletchley Leisure Centre
Over £21m of funding was invested in the new Leisure Centre in Bletchley. The
Centre was the catalyst for the regeneration of that area of Bletchley, involving
new residential homes alongside the new Leisure Centre for local residents. The
new development included an 8 lane competition pool, sports halls, squash
courts, fitness suite and purpose built community gymnasium.

Aim D: Learning
Providing sport and active recreation opportunities within
educational and community settings, supporting the
development of a quality early years and physical education
curriculum married to a diverse and expansive extra-curricular
programme.

Aim E: Events:
Delivering events that will instil a sense of pride amongst local
communities, inspire people to participate and enthuse
people to visit the City. Sporting events will be used to
promote Milton Keynes externally and deliver economic
investment.

• Improving Physical Education: Supporting teachers and
coaches to improve their knowledge and skills of sport
within an education setting and maximising investment
opportunities to enhance the quality of PE delivery.

• Rugby World Cup – Maximising the impact of the third
biggest international tournament to create a sporting
programme to increase participation in sport and active
recreation
• Elite Sporting Events – Devising a strategic approach to
the creation of a sporting events programme working with
partners across the South East Midlands Local Economic
Partnership.
• Access for All – Supporting and developing events that
encourage community sports participation.

• Transition to Clubs: Improving the pathway from school
sport into more formal voluntary sport club sessions.
• Offering competitive School Sport: Supporting and
developing the competitive school sport structures that
exist in Milton Keynes
• Increasing the number of pre-school places: through the
potential expansion of existing facilities and all new
developments

2.3

Case Study
Milton Keynes has hosted three flagship Sport Relief Mile
events in the City Centre. Across the three events, over
8000 people have run 1, 3 or 6 miles raising money for
Sport Relief. Hosting the races has also meant that local
sports clubs have been able to access £50000 of funding
through the MK Community Foundation to develop and
improve their sporting offer. The races have been
televised locally and nationally, with runners coming
from across the region to take part.

Strategic Priority Three – Actively
Celebrate

Working in partnership to create an environment in which the
promotion of sport will be co-ordinated, where sporting
events are used as a means of increasing economic
investment, inspiring participation and where achievements
are celebrated.

Case Study: Walking for Health Programme
The Walking for Health programme was launched in Milton Keynes in 2006 as part
of the Everyday Activity Project. The programme encourages adults to become
more active as a means to improving their health and is delivered in different
locations around the Borough, utilising the network of parks, Redway routes and
lakes. Each walk is led by a walk leader and over 140 people have been trained and
now volunteer as walk leaders. Currently there are 17 weekly walks throughout the
year, of differing difficulty and distances taking place with some walks attracting
nearly 50 people per session. The programme is now supported nationally by the
Ramblers and MacMillan cancer support.
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Case Study: Sport Relief Mile
Milton Keynes has hosted three flagship Sport Relief Mile events in the City Centre.
Across the three events, over 8000 people have run 1, 3 or 6 miles raising money for
Sport Relief. Hosting the races has also meant that local sports clubs have been
able to access £50000 of funding through the MK Community Foundation to
develop and improve their sporting offer. The races have been televised locally and
nationally, with runners coming from across the region to take part.

Aim F: Communications:
Informing those people that live, work, learn and play in
Milton Keynes about opportunities to participate in sport and
active recreation and share the successes and achievements
taking place in Milton Keynes regionally, nationally and
internationally.
• Sporting Destination: Sport and active recreation are a key
tourism component through the Destination Management
Plan and there is appropriate signage [physical and virtual]
to sites across MK
• Engage, Brand and Promote: To Increase awareness of
facilities and opportunities for sport and active recreation
by all providers through branding and an improved
communication network.
• Celebrating Achievements – Celebrate the success of our
clubs, coaches athletes and volunteers

Case Study: Reactivate MK
Reactivate MK was launched in 2009 as the umbrella brand for adult sport and
physical activity delivered by a range of partners across Milton Keynes. The brand
was a way of maximising resources and generating maximum impact across the
City. Annually, three ‘Give it a Go’ months are organised, using the latest Active
people and market segmentation data to identify and target specific groups. These
provide a platform for national and local partners to promote and launch new
products to encourage greater participation in sport and active recreation.
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3.0 Delivery
3.1

Programme Plan 2014-2023

Successful implementation of this strategy will require all
stakeholders to work collaboratively, in a co-ordinated manner
and make a commitment to explore new ways of delivery and
doing things differently to make the best possible use of
resources to impact on participation levels.
Aspects of the strategy and delivery plan will be initiated and
led by Milton Keynes Council Officers who will take
responsibility for project, contract and budget management,
monitoring and commissioning and partnership development.
However, recognising the limited resources within the Sports
Development and Leisure & Community Facilities team, a
significant part of the delivery will be undertaken jointly, with
Council Officers offering a strategic view, supporting our
partners in identifying fund raising opportunities, providing
the evidence base and when required business support and
development.

Programme
Group

Outcomes

Outputs/Projects

i) Leadership,
Coaching and
Officiating
Workforce

MK Council
MK College
BMKSP
External orgs

Providing the courses and support
functions to facilitate individuals
progressing through a coaching /
officiating pathway.

a) Milton Keynes Coaching Centre: A family of facilities
which can be used to host a range on national governing
body coaching / officiating awards which are
programmed on a yearly basis based on the needs of the
sporting community

2022-2026

Programme

2018-2021

Aim A: People

2014-2017

Strategic Priority 1: ENHANCE IDENTITY

b) Walking for Health: To deliver the new training
programme for walking for health volunteers across Milton
Keynes.
c) Cycling Leaders: To utilise the partnership with British
Cycling to identify and train cycle leaders to support the
Skyride programme in Milton Keynes
ii) Sporting
Heritage

MK Council
Badminton Eng.
MK Collection
MK Dons SET
MKHA
External orgs

iii) Club
MK Council
Development BMKSP
Sport MK
External orgs

Working with the Heritage sector to a) Our Sporting Life: MK: Building on the success of
recognise the sporting history of
London 2012 by securing and profiling the sporting
Milton Keynes and accurately
heritage of Milton Keynes.
document the successes and events
which shape the sporting landscape.

Supporting clubs to improve their
sporting offer to current and
potential new members with advice
and guidance on facility
improvement, funding, volunteer
recruitment and retention.

a) Clubmark: Encourage and support more clubs to go
through the Clubmark or equivalent process
b) Club Seminars: Establishing an annual voluntary sports
club seminar providing updates on funding, NGB
initiatives and sharing good practice.
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Providing leadership through a
co-ordinated, dynamic approach
for sport and active recreation,
ensuring local connectivity across a
wide range of partners to shape
and enable growth (revenue and
capital) in the sports and
community sector.

a) Sport:MK: Building on the success of Sport MK in
distributing grants to be better placed to offer the
strategic leadership and advocacy for voluntary sports
organisations.

2022-2026

Outputs/Projects

2018-2021

iv) Strategic MK Council
Infrastructure BMKSP
Sport MK
MK Sports Board

Outcomes

2022-2026

Programme
Group

2018-2021

Programme

2014-2017

Aim A: People Continued…

2014-2017

Strategic Priority 1: ENHANCE IDENTITY

b) Milton Keynes Sports Board: -Shaping the MK Sports
Board to be recognised as a strategic enabler and advocate
for sport across key local, regional and national
organisations in light of a decreasing central resource.

v) Athlete
MK Community
Development Foundation
Sport MK
Sports Aid
External orgs

Ensuring that athletes in Milton
Keynes have access to the correct
facilities and support networks to
achieve their potential as they move
along the performance pathway.

a) Talented Athlete Scheme: A formal scheme in place that
recognises and supports talented athletes to develop and
achieve their potential.

vi) Volunteer
Development

Provide support for volunteers to
Seminars to be held to inform and update volunteers –
ensure that they have skills,
Committee Connections.
knowledge and tools to provide for
the local community.
Managed process of officer attendance at management
committee meetings

b) Sports Science / Medical Hub: Work with partners to
develop a sports medicine and sports science hub for
access by local elite and performance athletes.

Steering groups developed at new facilities

Strategic Priority 1: ENHANCE IDENTITY
Aim B: Place
Programme

Programme
Group

Outcomes

Outputs/Projects

i) New
Facilities for
New Areas:

NGB’s
MK Council

A Capital programme is in place for
a range of sport and active
recreation assets which will be
realised throughout the life of this
strategy

a) Management Specifications: Ensuring that future
management specifications for new facilities include
sections on sports development and public health
outcomes.
b) Playing Pitches: Use new methodology to develop a
new Playing Pitch Strategy for Milton Keynes
c) New Facilities: Development of new facilities in
developing areas of Milton Keynes to meet community
and sporting needs.
• Brooklands Community Sports Pavilion
• Tattenhoe Park Community Sports Pavilion
• Western Expansion Area – Temporary Community House
• Western Expansion Area Community Sports Pavilion and
Pitches x 2
d) Flexibility: Creating flexible spaces within local
community facilities
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ii) Improve
Aging Facilities

Programme
Group

Outcomes

Outputs/Projects

Aging facilities in Milton Keynes are
refurbished, or replaced that are
important in the sports and
community facility network.

a) Stantonbury Campus: Refurbishment and potential
reconfiguration of existing facilities to improve community
access and customer experience whilst supporting the
development of the PE curriculum.

2022-2026

Programme

2018-2021

Aim B: Place

2014-2017

Strategic Priority 1: ENHANCE IDENTITY

b) Sir Herbert Leon Academy: Refurbishment of existing
facilities to improve community access and customer
experience whilst supporting the development of the PE
Curriculum.
c) Asset Management Plan –
iii) Community
Asset Transfer:

Providers of sport and active
recreation ensure that facilities
continue to provide a range of
opportunities and remain accessible
for local people, particularly in
identified areas of deprivation.

a) Produce a guide to aid any potential new managers of
facilities about supporting existing volunteer management
committees
b) Signposting for best practice in facility management
c) Further devolvement of community assets under the
localism agenda

iv) Achieve
the Funding:

Ensuring that Milton Keynes
maximises the potential benefits
from development including via
developers contributions, and also
being able to respond to funding
opportunities as they arise.

Developer Investment – support continued negotiations
for sport and community facilities developer contributions
through Community Infrastructure Levy [CIL], Tariff, S106
and profile within planning documents & Neighbourhood
Planning Frameworks

v) International
Sporting City:

Providing facilities and associated
support to enable top class sports
men and women to train, and where
possible to compete, in Milton
Keynes in agreed priority sports,
whist also offering new
opportunities for community sport.

Priority Sports: Identifying Priority Sports which MKC will
work more closely with offering strategic support and
time.
Performance Centres: Development of performance
centres to develop athletes and encourage grassroots
participation:
• Cycling Centre of Excellent
• National Training Centre for Baseball / Softball
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Programme
Group

i) Participation MK Council
in Sports
BMKSP
Activities
Other Ext orgs

Outcomes

Outputs/Projects

Increasing the number of
opportunities for children, young
people and adults participating in
sport across Milton Keynes

a) Sportivate: Utilising the Sportivate programme to
create opportunities for young people and adults to
participate in a wider range of sports and ensuring links
with voluntary sports clubs to offer sustained engagement

2022-2026

Programme

2018-2021

Aim C: Community Participation

2014-2017

Strategic Priority 2: INCREASE OPPORTUNITIES

b) Return to Sport: utilising NGB products and links with
established voluntary sports clubs to initiate and retain
interest in new sporting pursuits and create future club
members.
c) Culture Card/App: Implement the recommendations of
the Culture Card feasibility study to offer a co-ordinated
sports and active recreation offer across all public sports
facilities.

X

d) Workplace Provision: Create a workplace sporting
programme culminating in a Milton Keynes Corporate
Games model
e) Community Games: Establish an annual delivery of
parish based sporting competition across Milton Keynes
ii) Participation Parks Trust
in Active
Cycling Forum
Recreation
BMKSP
Other ext orgs

To increase the number of adults
participating in sport and active
recreation across Milton Keynes

a) Health Walks: Increase the number of opportunities to
take part in the Walking for Health programme utilising GP
Surgeries, open space and community centres as meeting
points.
b) Cycling: To support the delivery of the Cycling strategy
objectives around participation and maximising the
partnership with British Cycling and the network of cycle
routes and Redways
c) Parks / Open Space: Look to maximise the local Park /
open space infrastructure for active recreation pursuits
creating cost effective delivery packages that can be
replicated across the Borough.

iii) Active
Intervention

MK Council
HWB Board
MK Community
Health Service
Other ext orgs

To use sport and active recreation as a) Physical Activity: To develop an overarching Physical
an intervention to prevent long term Activity framework which embraces sport, active recreation
health conditions and to increase
and everyday activity.
wellbeing
b) Exercise Referral: To further develop the Active Milton
Keynes Exercise Referral Programme to encompass links to
more sustainable activities outside of the referral
programme.
c) Children’s and Young People Weight Management:
To improve the current programme to deliver an increase in
participants and completion rates and support the Health
and Wellbeing Boards objectives in decreasing childhood
obesity.
d) Active Ageing To develop sport and active recreation
programmes to support older people to continue to be
active throughout their later years.
e) Active Communities: To directly target those areas in
Milton Keynes that have been identified as having
significant health inequalities and put in place a community
based sports programme linked to the physical activity
pathway
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Programme
Group

Outcomes

Outputs/Projects

i) Improving
Physical
Education

MK Sport
Partnerships
MK Council
BMKSP
Other Ext org

Supporting teachers and coaches to
improve their knowledge and skills
of sport within an education setting
and maximising investment
opportunities to enhance the quality
of PE delivery.

a) Physical Literacy: To work with the education sector to
ensure that the physical literacy pathway form early years
to secondary school is supported and developed.

2022-2026

Programme

2018-2021

Aim D: Learning

2014-2017

Strategic Priority 2: INCREASE OPPORTUNITIES

a) Teacher Training: To increase the number of teachers
accessing physical education specific training across Milton
Keynes
b) School Swimming: To ensure that all children at the
end of Key Stage 2 have progressed their ability to swim
unaided.
c) Playground to Podium: Ensuring that opportunities are
developed for young people with special educational needs

ii) Transition
to voluntary
sports clubs

Sport:MK
MK Sport
Partnerships
MK Council
NGB’s
BMKSP

Improving the pathway from school a) Satellite Clubs: To deliver the Satellite Clubs programme X
sport into more formal voluntary
in Milton Keynes across all the secondary schools.
sport club sessions.
b) Community Use: To support and increase those schools
who wish to open or keep open their facilities for wider
community sports users.

iii) Offering
BMKSP
competitive MK Sport
School Sport: Partnerships
NGB’s

Supporting and developing the
a) School Games: Working with partners to increase the
competitive school sport structures opportunities available within the School Games framework.
that exist in Milton Keynes

iv) Increasing MKC
the number
of pre-school
places

Areas of need will have facilities for
pre-school use.

a) Consideration to be given in new and existing facilities
for multi use activities e.g. pre-schools and badminton
running together (vis a viz Broughton Pavilion).
b) ensuring that existing facilities have full potential for
multi use seeking funding to extend and improve facilities
where there is space and need.
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Programme
Group

Outcomes

Outputs/Projects

i) Rugby
World Cup

MK Dons SET
MK Council
Rugby Football
Union
Other ext org.

Maximising the impact of the third
biggest international tournament to
create a sporting programme to
increase participation in sport and
active recreation

a) ‘Legacy Programme: a delivery programme pre and
post Rugby World Cup which maximises the interest in the
sport and provides a lasting participation legacy

2022-2026

Programme

2018-2021

Aim E: Events

2014-2017

Strategic Priority 3: ACTIVELY CELEBRATE

b) Volunteering: working with partners to create a
workforce of volunteers which can be the ‘face’ of Rugby in
MK during the world cup
c) Festival of Rugby: Working with the cultural sector to
support the festival of rugby which will be delivered
throughout the duration of the World Cup Tournament

ii) Elite
Sporting
Events

iii) Access for
All

MK Sports Board
MK Events Board
SEMLEP
BMKSP

Devising a strategic approach to the
creation of an elite sporting events
programme working with partners
across the South East Midlands
Local Economic Partnership.

a) Sports Events Strategy: Identifying the opportunities
for Milton Keynes to attract major sporting events to the
City and the wider SEMLEP region.

Supporting and developing events
that encourage community sports
participation.

a) Participants: Increasing the number of participants
involved in mass participation sporting events that take
place in Milton Keynes.

b) Economic Impact: To put in place a framework to assess
the economic impact of major sporting events that take
place in Milton Keynes.

b) Sporting Calendar: The creation of a formal calendar of
sporting events
c) National Campaigns: Getting involved in national sport
and active recreation campaigns as a tool to promote and
increase participation.
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Programme
Group

Outcomes

Outputs/Projects

i) Cultural
Tourism

Destination MK, Sport and active recreation are a key
MKC, AHA-MK, tourism component through the
SEMLEP
Destination Management Plan and
there is appropriate signage
[physical and virtual] to sites across
MK]

2022-2026

Programme

2018-2021

Aim F: Communication

2014-2017

Strategic Priority 3: ACTIVELY CELEBRATE

a) Destination Management Plan (DMP) – position sport
and active recreation within the tourism plan for MK and
support delivery of sports and active recreation related
actions
b) Brown Signage – create clear signage to sports and
community centres/facilities through tourism ‘brown signs’

x

c) Redways – Improve the network of Redways in line with
the objectives of the Cycling Strategy
ii) Engage,
Brand and
Promote:

MK Council
BMKSP
MK Sports Board
Other ext orgs

To Increase awareness of facilities
and opportunities for sport and
active recreation by all providers
through sector branding and an
improved communication network.

a) Reactivate: MK: For a wider audience to utilise the
Reactivate:MK logo.
b) Give it a Go: Increase the number of organisations
involved in the Give it a Go campaign
c) Centre MK Games: Ensure the continued delivery and
growth of a sporting exhibition in Middleton Hall for
voluntary sports clubs and National Governing Bodies of
sport.
d) The Message: Promoting the wider benefits of sport and
active recreation through the relevant channels to both the
consumer and the stakeholder.

iii) Celebrating BMKSP
Celebrate the success of our clubs,
Achievement Sport:MK
coaches athletes and volunteers
MK Sports Board

a) MK Sports Awards: Increasing the number of
applications and the range of sports applying for
recognition.
b) Bucks and MK Sports Awards: Increasing the number
of applications submitted from voluntary organisations,
schools and individuals from Milton Keynes
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Annual Review Reporting

The strategy is a ‘live’ document which will need to adapt and
respond to the changing national trends and funding
priorities. The programme plan is both robust and flexible and
projects will be delivered in the short, medium and long-term.
Success will be monitored by an annual internal review, asset
management planning and against the national performance
indicators undertaken by Sport England through the Active
People Survey.
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Public Consultation Document
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7(d)

HOUSING AND COMMUNITIES
SELECT COMMITTEE

Wards Affected: ALL

10 DECEMBER 2013
Report considered for delegated decision – 27 August 2013
PUBLIC CONSULTATION ON THREE NEW CULTURAL STRATEGIES
Decision Taker: Councillor P Geary (Cabinet Member for Communities & Public
Realm)
Author:

Paul Sanders (Assistant Director [Community Facilities]) Tel (01908)
253639

Executive Summary:
The current Arts, Public Art, Heritage, Sports and Leisure Strategies have
concluded. Officers have been working with partners and stakeholders to develop
new strategies that build on success and reflect the current cultural needs and
aspirations of communities and organisations from across the borough. Draft
Strategies have been produced for public consultation. They are:
Arts and Public Art Strategy
Heritage, Museums and Archive Strategy
Sport and Active Communities Strategy
The function of the draft Strategies is to connect borough-wide projects and
programmes into one strategic document and identify long-term needs and
aspirations. Consultation will help determine the priorities, partnerships and
important milestones over the next ten years (from 2014 to 2023).
1.

Recommendation(s):

1.1 That the draft Arts and Public Art Strategy; the draft Heritage, Museums and
Archive Strategy; and the draft Sport and Active Communities Strategy be
published for public consultation from 30 August to 22 November 2013.
2.

Issues
Context

2.1

The Cultural Strategy, adopted in 2006, has been delivered through the Arts,
Public Art, Heritage, Libraries, Sport and Leisure strategies. During the period of
these strategies 2007 – 2013 they have enabled £70m investment in sport and
culture and provided significant participation opportunities across the borough.

2.2

These Strategies are now coming to a conclusion and new ones are being
developed. Reports on each of the completed strategies are available at:
www.milton-keynes.gov.uk/arts
http://www.milton-keynes.gov.uk/heritage
http://www.milton-keynes.gov.uk/leisure-facilities
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2.3

To connect and focus the new strategies, it is proposed that the following
statement be taken forward from the Cultural Strategy:
‘Culture is a term that means different things to different people. We believe
that cultural participation is where people of all backgrounds come together with
shared interests and passions. Together with the environment in which cultural
activities take place, culture includes all the things that define our lives, connect
our communities and us and represent the values we pass on to other
generations’.

2.4

The three Cultural Strategy themes proposed to be used in each of the new
strategies are follows:
Enhance Identity

– People & Places

Increase Opportunities – Community Participation & Learning
Actively Celebrate
2.5

– Events & Communications

A new proposed Cultural Vision and Statement has been developed which is
common to each strategy and shall be used to measure impact.
The Cultural Vision is: ‘By 2023 we will be recognised as being world class’
Milton Keynes’ Cultural Statement’ is: ‘Culture in Milton Keynes is a term
that means different things to different people. We believe that cultural
participation is where people of all backgrounds come together with shared
interests and passions. Together with the environment in which cultural
activities take place, culture includes all the things that define our lives,
connect our communities and represent the values we pass on to other
generations’.

2.6

To reduce the number of strategies, the Sport and Active Communities have
been combined, as have Arts and Public Art.

2.7

Officers have engaged with stakeholders through a series of workshops,
presentations and surgeries (Annex A). Feedback has informed the draft
strategies.

2.8

Each strategy has an external overview partner who is involved in every stage
of the strategy development. For the Arts & Public Art and the Heritage
Strategies the strategic partner is MK Arts & Heritage Alliance (AHA). The MK
Sports Board is the strategic overview partner for the Sports and Active
Recreation Strategy.

2.9

The Strategies are required by regional and national bodies and funders such as
Arts Council England, Sports England and Heritage Lottery Fund to ensure
Milton Keynes is taking a planned and considered approach.

2.10

The projects and programmes in the strategies align with key planning
documents including the adopted Core Strategy, the Local Investment Plan and
the emerging Plan MK and potential Community Infrastructure Levy.
Public Consultation

2.11

A 12 week public consultation period is proposed to take place between 30
August and 22 November 2013. A consultation programme that will actively
engage sector-users and non-users is enclosed (Annex B).
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2.12

Surveys have been developed which are specific to each strategy. These will be
available electronically for the 12 week period of consultation.

2.13

Feedback from the workshops, events and surveys will inform the content and
priorities of the final strategies which will be prepared for consideration by
Cabinet in March 2014.

3

Implications

3.1

Resources and Risk
Although the strategies set the framework for the delivery of programmes and
facilities over the next five years, a business case will need to be developed
which will set out how the programmes / facilities, where there is a cost
required, will be funded and what partnerships will need to be formed.
Should any business case outlined above require funding that cannot be met
from existing budgets or reduced budgets as determined by the ongoing MTFP
process; officers will prepare a report to Cabinet requesting a supplementary
budget approval.
Y

Capital

Y

Revenue

N

Accommodation

N

IT

Y

Medium Term Plan

Y

Asset Management

3.2

Carbon and Energy Management: None

3.3

Legal
Section 2 of the Local Government Act
The care of archives and records under the Local Government Act of 1972 and
the Public Records Acts, 1958 and 1962.

3.4

Other Implications
The considerations of equalities, diversity, involving stakeholders, creating
sustainable programmes, impacting on crime and disorder through diversionary
activities for adults and positive activities for young people and ensuring that all
new buildings meet council policy on carbon emissions and energy usage will be
central to the success of the Strategies.
Y

Equalities/Diversity Y

Sustainability

Y

Human Rights

N

E-Government

Stakeholders

Y

Crime and Disorder

Y

Annexes:
Annex A – Stakeholder Engagement (informing the draft strategies)
Annex B – Public Consultation Programme (for the draft strategies)
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ANNEX A
STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
Prior to the strategies being written, stakeholders were invited to engage through
presentations and works as well as surgeries with officers. Below is the summary of
those we engaged with during that process. Each strategy has full details of this
engagement as part of their appendices ‘Engagement & Consultation’.

Engagement Activity

Date
22/03/2013

Attendees
Chair, 2 x vice-chair & administrator

19/06/2013

Chair, vice-chair & administrator

14/05/2013

Full Board

11/07/2013

Full Board

Curious & Creative' Artists
Network

Mar-13

20 artists

Officer-led Stakeholder
Workshops x 2

Apr-13

A total of 36 individuals attended
representing the arts, heritage, tourism, open
spaces and retail

Officer led stakeholder
workshop

Mar -13

A total of 30 individuals representing the
leisure, sports and community sector.

Surgeries

Attendees

Stakeholders

Parks Trust, MK Heritage Association, Public Art Trust,
thecentre:mk, Arts & Heritage Alliance, National Governing
Bodies of Sport, Sport England, Partnership Development
Managers (school sport), Voluntary Sector organisations.

Artists

Robert Rusin, Gino Ballentine

MK Council Teams

Conservation & Archeology, Regeneration, Growth,
Neighbourhood Team, Landscape Parks & Open Spaces,
Children & Families (Early Years)

Surveys

Target Audience

Vital Signs 2013: MK
Community Foundation

Residents of MK: digital survey, focus groups & desk-based
research

Sports: Survey Monkey

Residents of MK. Sports
management groups in MK.

Arts & Heritage Executive
Scrutiny Group
Sports Board
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groups

and

community

ANNEX B
PUBLIC CONSULTATION PROGRAMME
Below is the proposed engagement plan for gaining feedback and response to the
three strategies during the formal 12-week consultation period.
a) Stakeholders
Targeting sector specific organisations, engaged individuals, volunteers, MKC
colleagues and major partners such as Destination MK, Parks Trust and the
Centre:MK, Bucks and MK Sports Partnership, MK Sports Board
i.

Workshops
Detailed workshop with informed stakeholders about the detail of each
strategy and their respective action plans. Targeting c. 30 attendees at each
session
Arts – MK Gallery, October 10-12pm
Heritage – MK Museum,
Sports – October 7pm – 9pm
Community – October 7pm – 9pm.

ii.

Direct Engagement
Offering one-to-one’s for stakeholders including consultation through planned
activities such as follow up briefing from initial community officer meeting,
artist networking, planned meetings and events, visits to community centres.

iii.

Method of Engagement
Direct email invitations, MKC weblet information, educate, Members News &
Tuesday Bulletin, voluntary organisations newsletters (i.e Community Action
MK)

b) Public
Engaging the general public, councillors and partners with less in-depth
knowledge on strategy detail or projects to-date
i. Workshops
A joint presentation of the three strategies with an overview of the top
priorities including question and answer session and take-away surveys for
in-depth feedback
Parks Trust Pavilion, late October 6-7pm
Parks Trust Pavilion, late October 1-2pm
ii. Survey
Two surveys released via Survey Monkey, the first will cover Sports and
Community and the 2nd will combine Arts and Heritage. This will be available
on-line and promoted through the press routes stated below.
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iii. Method of Engagement
E-bulletins: educate, Tuesday Bulletin, MKCCM, Community Action MK
PR: MK News, Citizen, MKFM, 3 Counties, Live MK, Parish Newsletter.
Social Media: facebook, twitter, MKC weblets
c) Targeted
i. Heritage Open Days: utilising the mass of heritage audiences to gather
evidence and response to the Heritage, Museums & Archives Strategy.
ii. Diversity Workshop: facilitated by New Towns specialists ‘Centre for Sustainable
Communities’ in partnership with MK Community Language Service on Arts and
Heritage needs for new town development focusing on response by diverse
residents.
iii. Information displayed in some of our public buildings (Leisure Centres,
Community Centres).
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